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Feeling he can better serve University's needs from afar

President Max Lennon resigns
by Elvino M. Mendonca Jr.
assistant news editor
The end of an era approaches. Clemson University
President Max Lennon announced Saturday his plans to
step down, after eight years, as
president no later than March
1 of next year.
The Board of Trustees approached Dr. Lennon in October of 1985, making it clear
what they wanted from him as
president. He feels he has
accomplished their goals.
"They had a very clear vision
of my agenda: To make Clemson University competitive
within a set of land-grant institutions," Lennon said.
He then made it clear to
them that "You need to, understand that that's a very different Clemson than the Clemson of 1985."
And it has become just that,
a very different Clemson. He
introduced the concept of strategic planning as well as the
identification of universitywide priorities and goals.
This evolution of Clemson

Erik Martin/head photographer

Max and Ruth Lennon at the Alumni Center Saturday where President
Lennon announced his plans to leave CU no later than March 1,1995.
has not stopped. Task forces
are at work developing new
recommendations in a variety

of areas to help implement
the goals of the strategic plan,
The possibility that their rec-

ommendations would cause
some friction played a part in
Lennon's early announce-

ment.
"Clemson University is at a
critical step in its evolution.
The changes that must be
made over the next several
months can secure its financial future, but they will also
be dramatic and unpopular.
There's always tremendous
resistance to change, and administrators tend to become
lightning rods for that resistance," he said.
"I sincerely believe that I
can provide the leadership
Clemson needs at this point in
its history only if I remove
myself as a lightning rod. Bv
announcing my decision now,
I believe that I can best encourage the free and open discussion we need on campus.
Faculty, staff and administrators should now feel free to
discuss any option and explore
any scenario without fear of
reprisals."
During his tenure, Clemson has experienced unprecedented growth and success
in research and private fund
sec LENNON, pat)c 8

Run-offs necessary in Student Government elections
by Jenny Wallace
staff writer
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Shawn Chandler voting Tuesday as Mary
Cathryn Link manned the polls in the Loggia.
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If you thought elections
were over this week, you were
only partly right. Another election Tuesday looms ominously
next week to determine once
and for all the University's new
student body president and
vice-president.
According to Louise Lee,
this year's elections chairperson, a run-off election will be
held this coming Tuesday between presidential candidates
Scott Turner and Dan Garrison and between vice-presidential candidates Scott

Crothers and Trey Dubose.
Lee stated that Turner garnered 49.42 percent of the
students' votes, while Garrison rallied with 36.7 percent
of the vote for student president. Crothers received 33.81
percent of the student votes
for vice-president and 47.24
percent of the votes went to
Dubose. Jim Malfetti and
Curtis Brison, both coming in
at a distant third to their competitors, were knocked out of
the race on Tuesday.
Since none of the remaining candidates received a majority of the votes— more than
50 percent— a run-off is neces-

|The Shakespeare Festival will begin
Ion the 11th of March and continues
[through the 19th. A variety of plays,
[films, workshops, receptions and
[public lectures are scheduled. For
I more information call the Union at
[656-2461.
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Run-off elections will be for the
positions of vice-president and
president of the student body on
Tuesday, Mar. 8.

last home game, see page 15.
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sary to determine next year's
two top student leaders.
Lee stated that 2,431 students ruined out for this
week's election, more than
have turned out for any other
election. Lee also stated that
even though voting numbers
are up, everyone would like to
see more student participation
in the election process. Lee
said, "I'm very pleased with
the turn-out. especially considering the rain on Tuesday.
But since next year's president
will be bringing in a lot of
changes to the school I en-
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Resignation seen as step in right direction
by Ashley Jacobs
assistant news editor
"Max Lennon has done an
excellent job. He was what
Clemson University needed.
He brought about changes that
were needed," commented
Almeda Jacks, Vice President
for Student Affairs, on
Lennon's resignation.
Lennon, in reflection of his
years as president, feels that
he has accomplished what the
Board of Trustees asked him
to do in 1985.
"While focusing on maintaining the highest possible
quality of undergraduate instruction, we have dramatically
increased our research and
problem-solving initiatives in
our focus areas.
Ruth and I feel that we have
done what the Board asked us

to do, and we think it's time to
look to a new president to
take us to the next level," said
Lennon, who said he hopes to
remembered for making a
positive difference.
Bill Amick, Chairman of the
Board of Trustees, issued a
statement that said,
"Dr. Lennon has been a
powerful advocate for positive
change. His goal has been to
bring business-like concepts of
management to Clemson, such
as strategic planning to achieve
continuous improvement and
organizational restructuring to
face the challenges of the 21st
century.
Dr. Lennon has agreed to
continue serving as president
until we are able to secure the
services of a new president. Of
course, a person talented as
Max Lennon will have many

Photo courtesy of News Services

Max Lennon hopes to
be remembered for
making a difference.
options and will receive many
offers, both from other universities and corporate
America. Should he decide to
accept a position elsewhere
before the search is complete,
our Board would release him

from his obligation and name
an acting president."
During Lennon's term.the
Campaign for Clemson
brought the university more
than $101 million.
Jacks said she sees Lennon's
future as "a consultant with a
foundation or as president of
another university. I think he
would be geared to an academic setting."
Martin Driggers, Student
Body President, says Lennon
was "always very willing to listen to students. We were happy
with the openness Dr. Lennon
shared with us, but I hope they
find someone more open to
students and change in the
classroom as well.
I think maybe Dr. Lennon
sacrificed the classroom for
some other things. We need
someone who will look at all

aspects of the University."
"I'd like to see us get a real
academic," said Dr. John
Huffman, professor of chemistry.
"The new president should
be someone with a strong academic background, experience as a academic administrator, and a commitment to
undergraduate education."
"I think everyone associated
with the campus is a little anxious about who the next president will be," noted Jacks.
Before Lennon came to
Clemson, he served as vice
president for agricultural administration at Ohio State
University and held faculty and
administrative appointments
at the University of Missouri
and Texas Tech. He received
his B.A. and Ph.D. at N.C.
State University.

Loggia sells five thousand Pink Floyd tickets
tickets which can be purchased
without a wristband. Tickets
are priced at $33.50 and $26,
Out of 65,000 available and can also be ordered by
seats, 40,000 were sold Satur- calling Mid-Atlantic Select-Aday for the Pink Floyd concert Seat at 803-291-8499 in South
coming to Death Valley in May. Carolina. North Carolinians
Five thousand tickets were and Georgians can purchase
sold in the Loggia Saturday tickets by calling their local
for the band's first concert Ticketmaster.
The 1994 Pink Floyd tour
ever in South Carolina.
Students and faculty who will begin in North America
received wristbands last week and will continue in Europe.
took their numbered places in Shows have sold out in less
line at the Loggia to purchase than a day in Toronto, Miami,
tickets for-the show Thursday, New York City, Oakland (2
shows), San Diego, and Dallas.
May 12.
Pink Floyd Special effects
Tickets went on sale at other
box office locations in South collaborator's Mark Fisher and
Carolina including the Will- Marc Brickman offer excepiams Brice Stadium in Colum- tional experience to the 1994
bia, and also North Carolina tour.
Their resume entails The
and Georgia.
"Everyone's really excited Wall, Dark Side of the Moon,
Wheels,
Bruce
about the concert. There are Steel
still good seats available. We Springsteen and the Barcelona
encourage everyone to come Olympics, collectively.
The show will feature cutout and enjoy a once in a lifetime concert," said Mike ting edge technology in sound,
Arnold, Director of Campus lighting and special effects.
Highlights of the show will
Events.
The Loggia is still offering include an unprecedented

by Kimberly Hebert
staff writer
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The Pink Floyd ticket line was still hectic at 11:45 a.m. Tickets went o i
sale at 10 a.m. They are still available at the Loggia for $33-50 and $26.
"flashlight" sound system,
novel lighting and special effects continuing in the Pink

Floyd tradition of fusing the
stage, backdrop and audience,
Even the stage has a unique

shape and will use new technologies to devise innovative
perspectives for the audience.

White Rabbit burglarized ABC impersonaters arrested
by D. Linsey Wisdom
staff writer
On Sunday, Feb. 28, The White
Rabbit was broken into and robbed.
Around 1 a.m., four white males
used a curbstop to smash the front
window and steal a pair of $8.95 sunglasses. They were unable to take anything else because after breaking the
window an alarm went off drawing
attention to the crime. After activating
the alarm, the four left the area. The
police arrived on the scene almost
immediately.
During the break-in, a witness was
able to film the entire incident on a
video camera. He had noticed the men
vandalizing an electric meter nearby
the White Rabbit and called the police.
While he was on the phone with the
police, the men began breaking into
the store. The witness was able to
describe the entire scene as it was
occurring to the Clemson Police Department.
The police were unable to apprehend any of the four suspects, but are
working in collaboration with the eye
witness and the owners to resolve this

case as soon as possible.
Jeff Day, the owner of The White
Rabbit, was very disturbed by the entire incident. While there was not a lot
of merchandise taken during the breakin, there are several expenses due to
the broken window and losses from
items that are now unsellable after the
glass broke over them. As of now there
are over $300 estimated expenses due
to the robbery.
"It was quite aggravating that a few
irresponsible people could cause so
much damage in just a few minutes,"
commented Day. "Repairs on the window took 7 or 8 hours, not to mention
the hassles of being woke up at one in
the morning to hear your store has
been broken into."
Day is unsure if they are going to
offer a reward for information leading
to the arrests of the robbers. Having
the entire incident on video gives him
doubts as to whether or not they will
need any more help.
The White Rabbit has only been
opened for nine months, but this is
not the first crime connected with the
store. In addition to the break in,
several months ago the store was shot
at with a B.B. gun.

by Stacey La Senna
staff writer
Two Clemson students were arrested on campus last week for impersonating Alcoholic Beverage Control (ABC) officers.
Late last Thursday night, three
girls were approached in their car at
Brian Mall by two young men who
identified themselves as ABC officers.
"They asked the girls for their
licenses and registration and then
told them to step out of their car,"
stated John McKenzie, Director of
the Clemson Police Department.
"The boys proceeded to harass the
girls who became upset and called
the University Police around 2:10
a.m.
The students, Ryan Laforge, 20,
and Kevin Richards, 19, hadjustbeen
dropped off from a sorority crushparty shuttle when they encountered
the three girls.
"We had been drinking and were
coming home from a Chi Omega
crush-party. We were joking around
more than anything else," explained

Laforge. "We didn't mean any harm
by it."
Laforge and Richards were arrested just outside of Mauldin Hall
and were charged with disorderly
conduct and impersonating a law
enforcement officer. The total bond
was set at $669.25 each.
"We called the girls the next day
to apologize. We feel so bad and are
very sorry for the trouble we caused
them," said Laforge.
Two of the girls Suzanne Bolding,
19, and Bethany Yundt, 19 declined
to comment and Amy Davis was unavailable for comment.
"I am dismayed that two young
men would do such a thing," commented director Mckenzie.

Corrections

It was erroneously stated
in last week's Tiger that
the wristbands being distributed in the Loggia
were being sold. They were
in fact free. Also the concert will be held on May 12
and not on March 12.
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Unclaimed scholarships, Campus Policebeat
rarity at Clemson
by Sean Cook
Time-Out editor

by D. Linsey Wisdom
staff writer
At least once a week you
open your mailbox to find
another advertisement for
scholarship search groups
guaranteeing to find a way
to find a scholarship for you.
Every year the same stories
are heard about thousands
of dollars in scholarship
money going unclaimed.
Why isn't this money being
claimed?
According to Marvin
Carmichael, director of Financial aid, the money is
being claimed.
"At Clemson, the way we
award scholarships all the
money is claimed," states
Carmichael. "Their is the
rare occasion when the specifications may eliminate
people from the scholarship.
The perception is that all
this money is sitting in a
corner somewhere, and that
is really a major misconception."
Every spring Clemson offers scholarships to degree
seeking undergraduate students. This year over 5,000
students applied for those
scholarships. Clemson offers
around 2,200 scholarships
totaling over $2,800,000.
Very rarely does any of this
money go unclaimed.
One reason that Clemson

applicants are more likely to
receive scholarships is because
when they apply, they are not
just applying for one scholarship, but every scholarship
they are eligible for.
Currently , students fill out
an application in the financial
aid office in Sikes Hall. In the
future, this process is going to
be modified. By being a Clemson student, you are automatically applying for scholarships.
This would eliminate the
hassles of paperwork that the
financial aid office finds themselves facing every spring.
Another change to be seen is
the minimum GPR will increase from 2.0 to 2.5. Since
1971, the policy has stated the
minimum of 2.0. the average
GPR has increased dramatically since then and this is one
reason for the change.
Carmichael would like to
see other changes take place
in the future of the scholarship program. For example,
he would like to see some of
the restrictions taken off some
of the scholarships offered.
For example, the Snell scholarship will not award to students who have above a 3.0.
This discourages students who
receive this scholarship from
excelling. If their GPR rises
above 3.0, they lose their scholarship.
Some of the requirements
become even more specific.

In other police news, Matthew Galen Ondo,18, of
Charleston was arrested for
possession of beer under the
age of 21 on Feb. 12.
Fred Lecroy, a supervisor
for housing maintenance, reported finding a bag of marijuana on the ground between
two parked cars near the
Byrnes ATM machines on Feb.

For example, the specifications can become as particular as a student who is
from rural South Carolina,
minimum of a 2.0, and in
the College of Agriculture.
These requirements can
eliminate many deserving
students from receiving
scholarships.
There are other problems
with the scholarship program. Attracting students to
Clemson by offering scholarships hasbeen a major
concern.
"We do not have the
scholarship resources that
would attract to attract many
high achievers from other
schools,"
commented
Carmichael. By bringing in
more scholarship opportunities to Clemson, the school
would be able to offer more
advantageous proposals to
prospective Clemson students.
The deadline for applying for scholarships was
March 1, but there are other
financial aid opportunities
available. There was over 24
million dollars given in student loans this year.
Applictions should be
filled out by April 1 to avoid
the fall rush.
There are no deadlines
for applications, but students are encouraged to apply now for financial aid.

Feb.18,1994

Police issue
suspicious
person alert

The Clemson University Department of Public Safety warns
campus residents to be on the lookout for this man seen on the
tenth floor of Brynes Hall early Thursday, Feb. 17, between 2 am.
and 2:30 a.m.

DESCRIPTION:
White male
Dark curly hair
Full beard
Height: ^8"-5'9"
Huskey build
Thick eyebrows
Broad nose
Wearing: Blue jeans
& camouflage jacket

Gon't hesiists to
cali me police ...
i»hen you see
suspicious people
arjciivity.
Jtiisisoneolthemosl
important tilings yvu an do to
ensure your otvn salely 3nd
the safely ole\ery ether

if you have any information about this person
cail campus pclica immsdiatsiy at
5co-2222

student, Ixulty and staff
umber on this campus.
Ho matter hew Irtvial they
may seem, your observations
mild help the police solve a
crime or better yel. help
prevent one Iran Itappening.

Clemson University • Oltice ol News Services > RHONE: 056-2061 > FAX: 655-0812

Pizza, subs, salads, cheese
sticks, bread sticks, Coke,
Pepsi, tea, and much more

viXd.eo-Ancy-p^

Hwy 93 Central, SC

iS ^
^

639-4004

0

^

NOW
UNDER
ONE ROOF!

18.
Edie Webb reported the
theft of her clothes from the
Lightsey Bridge laundry building Feb. 22. The estimated
value of the clothes taken was
approximately $415.
Charles Eric Alexander reported the vandalism of his
car at Thornhill Village Apartments on Feb. 22. The driver's
side window was broken out,
but Alexander found nothing
missing.
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March Special!
1 free fountain drink with any
7" sub
and
2 free fountain drinks with any
Pizza

Pizza:
10" cheese - $3.99
12" cheese - $4.99
14" cheese - $5.99
extra toppings: 10" - 55tf
12" - 75t
14"-$1.00
Toppings:
Ham
Banana Peppers
Jalapeno Peppers
Bacon
Mushrooms
Beef
Onions
Black Olives
Pepperoni
Canadian Bacon
Pineapple
Extra Cheese
Sausage
Green Peppers

Subs:

7" only $2.99
15" only $5.99

All American
Baked Chicken
Club Sub
Gyro (7" only)
Ham & Cheese
Italian
Meatball
Special Pizzas Equal Special Prices!
10" $6.99
- Meat lovers
12" 8.99
- E.B.A. (Everything
14" 10.99
But Anchovies)
-Veggie

Pizza Sub
Roast Beef
Steak & Cheese
Turkey
Turkey Melt
Veggie
Western BBQ Steak

ORDER A MOVIE FOR DELIVERY!
Choose from new releases, comedy, drama, action, video
games, and more!
(Must have a six dollar minimum menu order to have
movies delivered.)

One Small Two Topping
Pizza

2 Large Pizzas
with 1 topping

Two 20 oz. drinks and bread sticks

$11.99

$6.99
(+ tax)

(+ tax)
March Special not valid w/ this coupon

15" Sub
Two 20 oz drinks
Two bags of chips

$6.99
(+tax)
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Ooinion
Take the money
and run, Lennon

Sniff...sniff, VuH\ and X arc
So OOOOQ

Ding Dong the witch is dead— or
maybe he just resigned.
After seeing his projected time of
departure come and go three years ago,
Max Lennon has finally decided he has
done all he can for Clemson. He says,
"It's important for the University to seek
fresh leadership and go to the nextlevel."
Thisisaninterestingstatementintliat
Lennon implies he has chosen to resign
for purely selfless reasons with only the
best interest of the University at heart, as
thoughhenever glanced twice in hisown
direction.

Terrell
Johnson
editor-in-chief
Even more amazing, publications
which have gleefully reported Lennon's
shortcomings and failures for the past
eight years now approach Lennon's resignation with a let bygones be bygones
attitude.
Let's consider the track record.
Lennon was hired principally to bring
increased revenue to Clemson, and this
he most certainly has done. All newspapers as well as members of the Clemson
family will readily concur.
On the other hand, these recent views
are irresponsibly looking only in the
financial direction and are blinded to the
other, perhaps even more important,
duties of a university president A president does npf, exist for the sole purpose
of raising money.
Regardless of the intentions of those
who hired him, Lennon did have other
responsibili ties to the faculty, the staff, the
alumni and the students. Lennon was in
charge of an educational institution, and
any person in charge tends to set the tone
for the entire organization or business.
In the time Lennon was president, we
sawless alumni participation from recent
graduates, fewer fans in the stands during
games and a decrease in school spirit
from the students. Newspapers focus
primarily onljennon'smonetary achievements, barely mentioningfaculty dissatisfaction with his administration.
Larger class sizes, class sections being
cut, fee liikes and the outrageous size of
the administration as compared to the
faculty are all left out or glossed over in
discussions of Lennon's time at Clemson.
The students know better. We see
every daytheways in which our university
president lias failed to meet the other
requirements ofhisjob. Namely, Lennon
failed to insure each student would receive the best possible education while
attending Clemson.
Students are closed out of classes
which are essential for their majors. They
are taught by overworked and underpaid
professors who are not provided with an
ideal environment in which to teach.
Students pay lab fees and yet have no
equipment, oronlyoldandbroken equipment, to use. They pay higher housing
fees every year yet are forced to live in
buildings without air conditioning for
weeks before the problem is taken care
of.
The list continues. While all the blame
for these problems does not reside with
Lennon, it was his duty to lay out the
priorities of the University. He obviously
did not consider the education of the
students to be very liigh on this list
The other sources are right; Lennon
didindeedbringinagreatdealofmoney.
But they neglected to show die whole
picture which was not particularly flattering-

Editorial

OUR POSITION:

Clemson bids farewell to
president of eight years
Alumni and students at Clemson during the 1993-94 school year should be used
to administrative resignations and separations by now. First, over Thanksgiving
break, there was Ken Hatfield. We did not
mourn over our coach so much, but more
over the money he took with Mm when he
left. Next we saw the resignation of Cliff
Ellis, our basketball coach. Now, at last, we
must bid a sad farewell to our University's
President. Max Lennon has resigned only
three months after telling a group of student leaders during a dinner at his home
that he and Ruth Lennon were not planning on going anywhere but were keeping
their options open.
Lennon's presidency has been a roller
coaster of good and bad times. The president has often been criticized by students
forbeingoutoftouchwitlihisconstituents.
Also, during his tenure class sizes and
student body enrollment have ballooned
while labs and classes themselves have

been canceled. Lennon openly stressed
administrative growth over academic
growth in a quest to raise as much money
forTjlemson as he could. The state budget
cuts have limited faculty/staff pay raises to
only 2 percent in the last three years of his
eight-year presidency. He also came under
a great deal of fire for his contract buyout
negotiations with Ken Hatfield. Possibly
the most conspicuous campus-wide aspect
of his presidency was the replacement of
parking lots with buildings- buildings that
badly need parking lots for those who work
and use them.
On a lighter side, Lennon christened a
promising restructuring plan for the administration. He also increased the University endowment by 150 percent He encouraged the adoption of a more businessoriented concept of a Clemson education
to help new graduates adapt to the "real
world" more easily. Also, the generous
separation settlement he has agreed to is

Lennon's timing
could not have been
better.
understandable considering the money he
gave up in order to take the job at Clemson
eight years ago. The highlight of Max
Lennon's presidency- the one thingpeople
will remember about him 20 and even 50
years from now- will be Iris raising of over
101 million dollars for the University for
which he had such high hopes. Clemson
hired him to raise money, and he did.
In announcinghis resignation, he stated
that he wanted to leave before he'd worn
out his welcome as many University presidents have done in the past. Perhaps he was
right to leave at a time when criticism has
died down for the time being and, momentarily at least, the pressures of handling
millions of public dollars aren't in the
headlines of every state and local paper on
campus. All in all, Max Lennon basically
did What he set out to do— what he was
hired to do— and Clemson students should
wish him good luck in whatever lies ahead
for him in the future.

The lead editorial is written each week by the editorial editor. The opinions expressed in Tiger editorials represent
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editorial may not represent the individual view of any particular member of the editorial board.
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Letters to the Editor
Campus visitor sees need for regulated parking
The following is a compilation
oftwo letters written by Dr. Susan
Valentino to Judge W. Richard
Mattox ofthe CDmunicipal court.
These letters were written in part
in response to a letterfrom Judge
Mattox in reference to another
letter sent to him by Dr. Valentino
which was reprinted in The Tiger in the January 28 edition. In
this letter, Judge Mattox stated
that he "had written a recommendation addressing this very problem to the proper University authority" and that "the matter is
not as simple as it seems to those
such as [Dr. Valentino] who have
no way of knowing all the ramifications involved." He also advised Dr. Valentino to schedule
an appointment to appeal the
ticket she mailed back to Judge
Mattox as directed on the bottom
of the ticket and threatened "more
serious complications "as a result
of "unpaid tickets."

not responsible for the initial
confrontation. I spent the an
hour on the phone with three
different employees of the
Clemson University police
force and was treated in a very
confrontational manner. It was
one of these employees who
gave me your address and advised me to write a letter and
send the ticket.
I do not appreciate being
called simple as I hold a Ph.D.
and am not an idiot. It appears
to me that you are the one
who has no way of knowing all
the ramifications involved. I
do not intend to waste any
more of my time making a
personal appearance to appeal
a ticket that was wrongly given.
The facts of the case have all
been made clear to you and I
.hope you will handle this matter appropriately.
To my knowledge the Clemson University campus is not
To the editor:
as yet a police state and I beI apologize for the confron- lieve as a private citizen I do
tational tone of my letter of have some rights. In addition
January 28th. However, I was I do not appreciate the threat

of "more serious complications". However, perhaps you
also should consider the possibility of more serious complications if this matter is not
quickly resolved. I am again
enclosing the ticket as I was
advised to.
[Thefollowing is a second letter dated two weeks later than the
first.] I would like to request a
written copy of the new traffic
policy regarding visitor parking spaces. I have received
another ticket while driving
my husband's car on campus.
This ticket was also issued for
parking in a visitor space.
I was under the impression
that you had personally made
a recommendation to the
proper University authority
addressing this problem. At
no time subsequent to the first
ticket was I notified or advised
regarding the appropriate procedure required to park on
the Clemson University campus as a visitor. Also, oddly
enough this ticket, for the same
violation as the previous ticket,

was for a substantial amount
more.
Are officers not only allowed to guess at the identity
of a potential violator (student
or visitor) but also to determine how severe the cash penalty should be? I hope this is
not the case as my husband's
car is old and battered and I
would hate to think that I was
discriminated against because
of the appearance of my car. Is
there a reason why the nice
family station wagon received
a fine of only $20 while the old
hatchback received a fine of
$60 for the same violation?
Some final comments: the
first ticket was issued while I
was on campus at a job interview; this is great for public,
relations. The second ticket
was issued while I was on campus (for all of ten minutes)
delivering some important
materials to a faculty member.
Have you considered what
kind of image this lack of both
planning and a solid policy
portrays? What about people

who just want to stop and visit
an employee friend for lunch
or stop to buy an ice cream
cone?
I am sending a copy of your
first reply to me and my follow-up letter to the Tiger along
with this one. Perhaps the answer is simply to provide adequate and convenient parking for students.
Sincerely,
Susan L. Valentino, Ph.D.

Econ professor
responds to
accusations
To the editor:
Alan Schaffer misses my
point. He remarked in the
February 11 Tiger that, if it
were up to him, people with
higher incomes would pay
more for bread than people
with lower incomes. While
somewhat incoherent, I imagsee PARKING, page 6

Variety the heart of well-rounded education
The words "Spend the Summer in Japan" are splashed
across a booklet on my desk in
vibrant red lettering. I have
been mulling over them ever
since a friend brought the information to me last week.
"Wouldn't it just be awesome?!" he exclaimed. "It
would be so different!"
The message is an alluring
one, and the images it stirs in
my mind are elegant and thrilling. I picture fast-paced Tokyo and I'm intoxicated with
the thought of experiencing
life in an exotic culture, away
from all that has lost any sense
of new or different. A picture
of mimosas and delicate footbridges drifts through my
mind while I'm sitting in class,
or when I'm bored in some
bar downtown. I've lost interest in so many things this se-

mester because they seem
trivial, probably due to a raging case of senioritis, that going to Japan seems like the
perfect solution.
It would be so easy to just
send off for my application
but for some reason I don't.
The more I think about it, the
more I question why I need to
go so far to find contenment
and the more I wonder why
I'm unhappy with my surroundings. I don't think it's
because I don't love Clemson
anymore. I think it's because I
don't love school anymore. I'm
experiencing a feeling that a
lot of people my age encounter.
I feel so sheltered at college; that I'm not really part of
the world. What is reality, I ask
myself daily. It seems that "reality" is doing things that

change other people's lives
instead of doing things to
change my own life. I want to
feed the hungry children of
the world and set the Department of Social Services
straight. I want to make the
public school
system chal-

Ashley
Jacobs
assistant news editor
lenging and efficient. These
are the things that are important, not modals and the value
of alpha.
Obtaining a degree just
seems to be a necessary evil, a
stepping stone, to getting
where you want to be; however, it is important to be edu-

cated, to be well-rounded and
to have a thorough understanding of many subjects. The
more you know, the easier
things will be. That's what I
keep telling myself, then I answer back, "But I don't need a
teacher anymore." Again, I
attribute this arrogance to a
burning desire to graduate.
The same friend who gave
me the brochure on Japan
roadtrips to another school
every weekend because he's
not satisfied with the social
activity (or lack of) in Clemson. I go sometimes, too, because a change of scenery is
nice occasionally, but now I'm
wondering if he is running
from the veiy thing that could
make him happy.
We all need change and
variety in our lives to make
them interesting, but there are

things in our lives that are
constant that provide us with
a base, a place to come back to
when we're done wandering.
What keeps coming to my
mind is a night on a deserted
backroad near McCormick. I
passed a dark lake on my right
that mirrored a full yellow
moon and the light glittered
on the water through the
shadow of tall, silent pines,
and the sight of that filled me
with a peace that I am not
certain could be promised by
mimosas or footbridges.
Perhaps I will go tojapan. It
would be a wonderful experience and certainly would be a
welcome break in the
monotomy of daily life. If I do
go, I will be keeping in mind
that I don't have to go far to
find something that can always lend me inspiration.

Speaking Out
Question: What do you think of Max Lennon's resignation?

Michael Horan
Ceramic Engineering
sophomore
/ think it will be good
to have a profound
change in the
University.

Kathe Williamson
Nursing
senior
As long as we're
getting new football
and basketball
coaches, why not a
new president?
Will Head / staff photographer
i

i

ii

Ansley Coleman
Early Childhood
Education
junior
/ think it's good
because the students
are dissatisfied.

Matt Bisignand
City and Regional
Planning
grad student
Next year we might
see some positive
changes.
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Parking
continued from 5
ine that his goal is really to
equalize standards of living.
Given these remarks and
an intention to use the
parking fee to reallocate
the income from those with
more income to those with
less income, it makes no
sense to do so based on
income from the University. Given his goal, Professor Schaffer should
embrace the proposal I
made to The Tiger.

Alternatively, we can
view parking fees as a way
to allocate a scarce resource, namely parking.
From this point of view, I
know of no reason to engage in price discrimination
based on income (I assume
this really means contracted
salary) from the University.
Rather, it makes more sense
to allocate parking to its
highest-valued uses. From
my point of view, Professor
Schaffer proposes that
parking become, relatively,
much more scarce for some
employees than for others.
It is unfortunate that Pro-

Classic Photography Inc.
has immediate openings for

PHOTOGRAPHERS
$6 - $9 Per Hour

I

March 4, 1994
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Part-time weekends and evenings.
Transportation a must.
Underclassmen preferred.
Call 885-0036
for appointment

A

fessor Schaffer viewed my
letter as a "personal attack."
The letter was sarcastic and
I was merely attempting to
make that clear, since I was
This letter was sent tojarrod
not sure that everyone reading the letter would get it. Faloon in response to an incident
In fact, it is an attack on his which occured as a result of a
views expressed in the pa- personal advertisement in our
per and the (at best) mis- Classified Advertising section in
guided proposals that fol- the February 11, 1994 issue of
The Tiger.
low from them.
There is no point in my
submitting another pro- Dear Jarrod,
Obviously, it is unfortuposal. While I did spend
some time writing a letter nate that this letter even
to The Tiger and have given needs to be sent. On behalf
Professor Schaffer a pro- of the entire staff of The
posal that he really should Tiger, we would like to offiembrace, the primary pur- cially apologize for the claspose of the letter actually sified advertisement which
was to commend the stu- ran in the February 11 isdents for being a lot more sue of The Tiger regarding
sensible than the faculty you. There was absolutely
no intention to cause you
"representatives."
Contrary to Professor any harm or embarassment,
Schaffer, I no longer am and we sincerely hope that
Acting Head of the Depart- none has occured.
Since the ad ran in
ment of Economics.
Sincerely, Friday's paper, another ad
Gerald P. Dwyer, Jr. was placed by the same perProfessor of Economics son, publicly apologizing

With apologies
from The Tiger

Two eSSerttia
for a perfect
date
A date and this
VISA
3iiiii»gfcL»a>*t:
"fflf.989
SSB12/95 CT/
ft. fSELLOE
Jlk>

TfPUUS

every ^here
you want to be.

It's

for any negative effect the
ad may have had. Fortunately for us, though not
for you, this is the first such
situation which has occured
here at The Tiger. Because
no incidents like this had
occured previously, no policies were in place to prevent them from occuring.
We have since restricted the
ease with which classified
advertisements can be
placed, including a check
on any names or phone
numbers mentioned in such
advertisements. We hope
that by doing this, we will
prevent such embarassing
situations from occuring
again.
Again, we apologize for
this incident's having
occured. If there is anything
else that we can do, please
callus at 656-2150.
Sincerely,
Larry Loew
Advertising Coordinator
Terrell Johnson
Editor-in-Chief

The Tiger's
policy for
letters to
the editor:
The Tiger
accepts
unsolicited
editorials and
commentaries
from Clemson
students,
faculty, staff
and the
general public.
All materials:
• must
include name
and phone
number
• must be
typed or legibly
handwritten
• are subject
to editing for
style and
grammar
• may be
mailed to:
attn: Editorial Editor
P.O. Box 2097
University Station

I Visa U.S.A. Inc. 1994

Clemson, SC, 29632
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Clemson University's Student Newspaper
will be holding general senior staff elections on
March 13, 1994, for the following positions:
Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager
Computer Manager
Copy Editor

News Editor
Editorial Editor
Time Out Editor
Sports Editor
Head Photographer
Office Manager
Art Director

No Experience Necessary

*

Applications available in
room 906, University Union
*Editor-in-Chief requires one year previous experience on The Tiger's senior staff.

March 4, 1994
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Lennon to leave Annual National Engineer
by March 1995 Week comes to Clemson
continued from 1

raising.
Research expenditures
have quadrupled and the
largest capital campaign in
the school's history raised
more than $101 million.
While the university's endowment has risen by over 150
percent.
Some of the more physical manifestations of this
growth were the construction of the Brooks Center
for the Performing Arts and
Holmes and Mccabe Halls,
the
renovations
of
Harcombe Dining Facility
and Brackett Hall.
Lennon had originally
planned on only being at
Clemson for five years.
When asked if he had been
actively seeking a position
elsewhere, he replied that he
hadn't, but went on to say
that "We've had numerous
contacts throughout our experience here and we expect
that to continue. At this point
if it looks like something
would be desirable, we probably would apply for it."
Lennon's presidency has
not been without its share of
difficulty. The latest being
the decision of the Faculty
Senate executive advisory on
Feb. 24 to seek a faculty confidence vote on Lennon this
spring.
According to Lennon this

had no effect upon his decision to step down as he had
first entertained the idea
some 18 months before.
The university has also
come under frequent faculty
and student criticism concerning the deffered compensation package Lennon
was given. Under its terms
Lennon will receive an additional $750,000 if he remains
through Feb. 25, 1995, and
about $200,000 less if he left
before then.
Lennon explained that
upon leaving Ohio State University "we were giving up a
rather significant retirement
package and the deffered
compensation package was
developed intending to solve
that problem."
The Board of Trustees has
begun searching for the next
President of Clemson University.
Lennon's advice to that
next president: "I have two
children. Because I have two
children, I'm not going to
give anyone any advice on
parenting and that will be
my approach to the next
president of Clemson University.
As to how he would like to
be remembered here at
Clemson, Lennon said, "He
made a difference. A positive difference."

by David Manugian
staff writer
As part of National Engineers Week, February 20th26th, Clemson University
sponsored a lecture and a program for high school students.
Over 240 people took part in
these activities, which were
held on the Clemson campus.
National Engineers Week
is an. anual event designed to
bring public attention to the
work and contributions of our
nation's engineers. It is sponsored by hundreds of engineering societies, government
agencies, corporations, and
universities.
National Engineers Week
was begun in 1951 by the National Society of Professional
Engineers. It is celebrated
around the birthday of George
Washington, who was a military engineer and land surveyor.
When it started, National
Engineers Week included a
few government proclamations, dinners, and speeches.
It has since grown to involve
tens of thousands of engineers
in variety of community outreach activities such as technology and education exhibits at shopping malls and student scholarship presentations.
On Saturday, February

19th, Clemson held a seminar,
"Succeeding
in
Academia," to encourage
more students to work towards
a Ph.D. and become teachers.
The seminar was coordinated
by Dr. Martine LaBerge, an
Assistant Professor in the
Bioengineering Department
as part of a program set up by
the Southeastern Universities
and Colleges Coalition for
Engineering Education (SUCCEED). Over 160 people from
throughout the southeast attended. "With a predicted
shortage of engineers in the
near future, we are trying to
prepare for the needs of the
next century by getting students interested in die academic world," said Mike Bitzer,
College of Engineering Relations Officer. "This country is
expected to have a shortage of
7,500 engineers and natural
scientists with doctorates by
the year 2000."
On Wednesday, February
23rd, the Clemson Student
Chapter of the American Society of Civil Engineers sponsored an engineering program
for local high school students.
Over 80 students attended
from five schools in Pickens
and Anderson Counties.
In the morning the students
were shown some of the engineering activities on campus,
including the electric car, ro-

botics lab, intelligent design
systems lab, and concrete canoe. After the tours two speakers, Dean Keinath and Fluor
Daniel engineer Bill Kaib,
spoke of the need for engineers in the future and what
engineers do in the workplace.
In the afternoon the students took part in an interscholastic balsa bridge contest.
The bridges were made of
balsa wood and were about 24
inches long, four inches wide,
and eight inches high. Twnety
two bridge teams competed
to see whose bridge could
hold the greatest load for its
weight.
The winning bridge had a
load to weight ratio of 560 tol.
Another bridge held 105 kilograms, or about 230 pounds.
"One of our goals was to get
students familiar with the engineering program at Clemson, and also give them a taste
of engineering by involving
them in a bridge building contest," said Christy Hall, a senior in the Civil engineering
Department and one of the
events organizers. "At the
same time, we got to learn
about other engineering
projects on campus."

Join the Tiger staff.
Meetings held every
Sunday at 8 p.m.

| The Clemson Jazzercise Fitness Center' »♦♦»♦»♦»»♦♦♦♦»+»»»»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»»♦»♦♦♦♦»»»♦»»♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦»♦♦»♦»»♦♦»»♦♦♦»♦»»»♦♦♦
1021 Old Stone Church Rd.

THIS IS

JAZZERCISE!

"Friends" Special

$10 OFF
New Student Discount
Expires 3/12
(Bring Ad to receive offer.
New Students only.)

REEKIALLERY

\5T

353 College Avenue, Clemson, SC 29631

654-6784

653-FITT
Stop by the Jazzercise display at
the Nutrition Health Fair to receive
a complimentary Pass.

Campus Interviews
March 9,1994
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OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker^ is
looking for motivated people to establish a career in
the brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits

Sale on New Spring Items
Full button baseball shirts

If you possess excellent communication skills, general
market knowledge and the desire to excel, sign up
for an on-campus interview on March 9, 1994 in the
Career Center.

Hooded short sleeve t-shirts
Ladies new tops and shorts

If you are unable to arrange an interview call:

1 800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

JAOLDE

ALL 20% OFF UNTIL MARCH
10%OFF

$2.00 OFF

any Gift Item!

any Cap t

Sale items excluded
Coupon offer expires
May 3*, 1994

Sale items excluded
Coupon offer expires
May 31,1994

TH

19

10% OFF
any Garment!
Sale items excluded
Coupon offer expires
May 31,1994

DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and STPC

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Election results

Election round-up
continued from 1

VICE-PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
Scott Turner

49.42%

Trey Dubose

47.24%

other
.81%

Jim Malfetti
13.07%

Dan Garrison

Curtis Brison
17.64%

36.7%
Scott Crothers

WRITE-IN PRESIDENTIAL VOTES
# of votes

c

WRITE-IN VICE-PRESIDENTIAL VOTES

o
1

Lfl
1

N>
1

33.81%

# of votes
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P
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In

Mike Legget

Billy Ebner"

Derek Deets ~
Jason Masaad ~
Richard Warmouth ~

Colby Wood "

Nick Gandy
Fabrice Jellenesberger ~
Brian Huff ~

Julie Long

—

Erik Liuy Martiner Q. Jones

-

James Louis -

courage everyone to get out
and vote next Tuesday."
The changes to which Lee
is referring is the fact that
whomever is elected to the
top student leader position
will serve on the committee
that will conduct the search
for the university's new
president to replace Max
Lennon.
On a different note, new
student senators were
elected on Tuesday and no
runoffs will be necessary. In
the College of.Liberal Arts,
Mike Beaudreau and
Danielle Sallah were elected.
Natashia Jeter and Shawn
Slate will represent the College of Science, and Nancy
Bigby and Chad Young were
chosen to represent the College of Commerce and Industry. The College of Forestry and Recreation will
now be represented by Andy;
Garrett and Jim McNich,
Alex Griffin and Dan Butler
will vote for the College of
Engineering, and the College of Architecture will be
represented by Brian Cather
and Laura Dulski. Christine
Bell and Laura Toward are
the College of Education's
new senators, Sarah
Culhane and Asher Howell
will represent the College
of Agriculture, and Angela
Jenkins andjosh Seagers will
be representing the College
of Nursing.
New Sophomore class
senators will be Bubba

Britton and Raymond
Simmons. New Junior class
senators will be Kenna
Shoffner and Brian Suber.
And new Senior class representatives will be Catherine
Garrison
and
Kevin
Stockdale. Finally the newly
elected top 25 senators for
the university are: Amanda
Bearss, Marni Chall, Dwella
Motton, Greg Hill, Melanie
DuBois, Heather Dotson,
Lee McGrath, Eric Glass,
Chal Brasington, Dusty Lyn
Broadway, Beth Gosett, Andrew
Cashin,
Adam
Landrum, Raymond Taylor,
Dan Heuer, Will Aiken,
Roberta Ayers, Dwayne Thomas, Kimberly Johnson,
Catherine Stone, Mike
Cunningham, Brittany
Hilton, GregKalm,Jenneth
Greene, and Guy Williams.
For
this
coming
Tuesday's run-off elections
between Scott Turner and
Dan Garrison and between
Scott Crothers and Trey
Dubose, poll booths will be
open in various locations
around campus.
The booths in front of
Harcombe and Schilletter
Dining Halls will be open
from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. The
booth in the Loggia will also
be open from 9 a.m. to 7
p.m. And the booths by the
Cooper Library and Fernow
Street will be open from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Students are
strongly urged to get out
and make a difference.

6 Free Chocolate Chip Cookies
with purchase of lunch plate and this
coupon!
Open Sunday 12-4...Stop by!

110-2 Calhoun St., Clemson

APARTMENTS

•Weekly contest will run each Wednesday through April 6,f
•Two semi-final rounds will follow with the finals to be held April 27lh.

ONE MONTH FREE

Contest
•Any acoustic act can register.
•All entrees must enter at T.N.T. Music Before 7:00 p.m. on each Tuesday
preceding that night's competion.
•Weekly winners are decided by audience balloting so bring your friends.
•Finals will be judged by a guest panel, including radio personalities and a
Takamine representative.

(12 month lease only)
2 BR Townhouses, 1,050 sq.ft.
•Remodeled (carpet, vinyl, wallpaper, paint,
and breakfast bar)
•$410-485/ mo (depending on unit chosen)
•Dishwasher, central heat/air, blinds & drapes
•Less than 3 miles from campus
•Pets allowed (in older units only)

Prizes supplied by:
T.N.T. Music • Los Hermano's • Listeners' Choice
Artie Bay Beer
$1
All V ladimer ?odka Drinks
$2
Rolling Rock Beer
$i.*5
Monte Alban Mescal Tequila w/ giveaways

<———--—

Call today or come by...
654-6158 • Mon.-Fri. 8:30am- 5:00pm

J

OFF HWY 123 ON ISAQUEENA TRAIL
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South Carolina Gubernatorial candidates speak at CU

Travis Medlock, Attorney General for South Carolina
and Democtratic candidate, has never lost an election.

Arthur Ravenel, First District U. S. Representative for
South Carolina, Republican candidate from Charleston.

all photographs by Erik Martin/head photographer

Ravenel and Medlock listen to Riley's comments and
prepare to deliver their statements at the mini-debate.
Joe Riley, current Mayor of Charleston and Democratic
candidate, believes education should be fully funded.
• THE OUTLET LIMITED • THE OUTLET LIMITED • THE OUTLET LIMITED

THE OUTLET

BOBBI
PRATER
REAL ESTATE & PROPERTY MGT.

r1

THE DESIGNER OUTLET

SPRING BREAK BLOW OUT SALE
COME CHECK IT OUT
OUR DESIGNS ONLY AVAILABLE
AT
OUR FACTORY OUTLET STORES

omm
3

COUPON

'p

10% OFFii

EXPIRES 3/30/94 g
Located at:
Some Restrictions |r
College Ave and Strode Circle
May Apply
Across from Astro Theatre
Next to Hair Biz and Allen's Creations
Phone: 653-3880
| Hours: 10-6:30 Mon.-Sat.
NEW LOCATION COMING THIS FALL

FURNISHED, UNFURNISHED RPRRTMENTS

CALL 654-3311
Bobbi Prater Real Estate
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T60 MANY CM

CD

FULL SELECTION OF NEW CD's &. OVT

Party Pizza Special
20 inch 1-topping
Plus 2-liter drink

$11.95 + tax
CD
4>.

Not valid with other specials
Expires 5/15/94
Free Delivery
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Clio ice
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ACROSS FROM CLEM50N POST OFFICE* |n

654-1103
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6z/ D. Linsey Wisdom
staff writer
Nominations are now being accepted for outstanding Clemson University
women in four categories:
Faculty, Staff, Undergraduate Student, and Graduate
Student. Nominees are considered based on their service to their community,
profession and the University. Each winner will receive
a $100 reward and recognition at a public reception.
To nominate individuals,
contact the President's Commission Office at 656-1532,
or any Department head.
The deadline for these nominations are Friday, March
11...
The Advertising Federation of Greenville has established a new internship
scholarship. The program
is available to rising seniors
who are residents of South
Carolina and are willing to
work the summer months.

Applications will be accepted
through March 25 and a recipient should be notified by
the end of April. For applications or information, contact
Anastasia Howard at The
Greenville Ad Club Equal
Opportunities Scholarship,
Greenville Hospital System,
701 Grove Road, Greenville,
S.C. 29605...
James F. Martin has established a $ 100,000 endowment
to support a Presidential Scholarship for outstanding undergraduate students at Clemson.
The Martin endowment will
award $5,000 annually to fund
the scholarship.Applications
and Information are available
in the Financial Aide Office in
G-01 Sikes...
Recent recipients of doctoral degrees in physical sciences, computer sciences, and
engineering are eligible for the
US Department of Energy's
Distinguished Postdoctoral
Program. The first year stipend is $52,800. The fellow-
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ships are designed to provide
outstanding scientists and engineers with opportunities research, education and training,. Up to ten fellowships will
be awarded each year. For
more information or to receive An application write to
Postgraduate Programs, Science/Engineering Division,
Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education, PO Box
117, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 37831
or call (615) 576-9934...
Many students will be
spending this Spring Break
servicing to the needs of others. Eleven students will be
involved with Habitat for
Humanitie's "Collegiate Challenge." A dozen other students
will pay $100 to be involved
with Virginia's volunteerism
project known as "Helping
Hands. Both groups of students will be using their time
to help build homes for those
in need...
During Spring Break, admission into Sea World will be

J(

"DO 9{pa WorkjKird
0 Complete Dinners Starting At Only $5.95
0 Lunch Monday-Friday 11:30 -2:30
0 Sundays 12 noon tuntil 8 00 pm
0 Sat. Open from 11:30 a.m.-ALL DAY!

0 Fresh Veal, Chicken , Steaks & Seafood
0 Absolutely The Best Salads In The Upstate!
0 Romantic Italian Atmosphere
0 Excellent California & Italian Wine List

fiSTfi HOUSE
126 Clemson Blvd. Next To Holiday Spa

231 "881

only $21 for college students
with a valid college ID.This is
nearly A $15 savings.See such
exciting attractions as Shamu,
Baby Shamu, Baby Nemu and
a variety of other adventurous
shows. Sea World is located
off Interstate 4, ten minutes
south of Orlando in the heart
of Florida...

at 5 p.m....

This weekend is an explosion of musical talent at Clemson. Tonight starts with the
Universities Jazz Ensemble
performing in the Brooks Center at p.m. TheNew York
Chamber Soloists will be
perfoming Saturday night at 8
p.m. in Brooks. Finally, on Sunday, the 15 th annual Gospel
Explosion,
featuring
Clemson's Gospel Chior and
the newly formed employee
chior, will perfom in Brooks

McAlister Square in
Greenville, is having their
Antiques and Collectibles
Show and Sales from Wed.,
March 2, through Sat.,
March 5. Some items to be
found include furniture,
American and European
items, glassware, pottery toys
and many other attractions.
Thereis no admissiopn
charge.
Nexus services and, staff reports contributed to this article.

Two freshman U.S. house
of Representatives members
Congress. Rep. Robert
Inglis, republican, andJames
Clyburn, democrat, will
speak in the Strom
Thurmond Institute March
7 at 7:30 p.m....

ONLY 2 DAVS LEFT
TO SIGN UP FOR
THE:
SOfTBflll

TounnnmeflT
March 11 thru March
13th!!

Worried About
Having A Roof
Over Your Head?

Benefits go to Anderson
Youth Association!!

If you currently live off campus, or
if you are considering moving off campus,
don't miss the opportunity to attend the

Entry Deadline: March 6, 1994
Entry Fee: $30 and a green dot
Softball

Renters Information Fair
Tuesday & Wednesday, March 15-16
11 a.m. - 3 p.m. in the Palmetto Ballroom

To sifin UP or For more info
Call:
Frank Arnold @ 858-7029

Meet property managers to find out more about off-campus living
quarters. Talk to utility representatives to find out how you can obtain
water, electricity, phones and cable. Refreshments will be served.

For more information call the Renters Information Center at 656-4447.
The Renters Information Fair is sponsored by
the Renters Information Center and the Office ofStudent Development ■-——»—
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omen's History Month:
TAPS co-editor urges women forward
by Terrell Johnson
editor-in-chief
Co-editor-in-chief of the yearbook
TAPS, Tracy Corley is a senior working toward a BA in architectural design. As co-editor, Corley mains deals
with the business side of the publication: contract negotiations, checking
pages, etc.
After starting out as a writer and
designer for the yearbook three years
ago, Corley quickly worked her way up
to the position of managing editor and
then to her present position.
Corley says her experiences on the
staff of TAPS have been extremely
rewarding: "I've learned a lot of things,
a lot of technical stuff, a lot about
interpersonal relationships— There's
a time and place for everything."
Being a full-time student and an
editor as well as running her own
business, Corley leads a many faceted
life. One of her main goals is to "take
out the stereotypes" of women.
"Right now women are the issue,"
she states, "Racism is the issue, and the
media - just because of the way the
media is - harps on these issues. It's
always recalling that fact that there is
the segregation in the workplace and
everywhere else you go."
"I feel that it wouldn't be such a big
issue if people didn't harp on it."
It is exactly these stereotypes which
Corley feels female students fall prey
to at Clemson when dealing with other
students.
"They're not taken as seriously,"

Sean Cook/Time-out editor

Tracy Corley, co-editor of TAPS, urges women to pursue
their dreams, confident they can overcome any obstacle.
explains Corley, "Whenever I get into
a situation where somebody doesn't
take me as seriously [as compared to
a man], I get what they like to call
bitchy."
Citing the reason for this reaction,
Corley says, "People get scared whenever they see a woman doing the same
thing as a man. That is a very serious
problem. If a woman is doing the same

thing as a man, she is considered a
bitch."
Even the administration often treats
men and women differently according
to Cofley's observations: "Administrators are looking for guys for heading
organizations, and they don't think
[women] are quite as competent as the
males are."
Corley feels the problems with

sexual stereotypes extend beyond the
University campus. She has found in
her business dealing that she is treated
differently as a result of her gender.
"There are a lot of times when businesses that we work with will call up
and ask to speak with Tracy. They'll
think it's a guy until I get on the phone,
and then they get all upset."
Some businesses go so far as to ask
to speak with someone else, the business manager in particular who is a
man.
Even so, no of these case have deterred Corley from her ambitious goals.
She hopes to pursue a career in graphics design and later open her own
architecture firm. Corley advises other
female students to avoid listening the
the sexual stereotypes.
She says, "No matter how hard they
kick you downjust keep going because
in the end you will succeed
There's
going to be a constant war, but you are
going to win every battle. Just don't
give in."
Corley sees our society moving into
a second feminist movement where
people can stop concentrating on the
differences between men and women.
Instead, she believes women should
start thinking of themselves as people.
"If you have dreams you have every
right to pursue them," Corley stresses,
"Right now we still have that early 20th
century thought that, yeah, we can
vote, but we shouldn't step on these
toes or . . . these toes."
"Hell, I step on everybody's feet,
and I hope it hurts, too."

Editor feels women not subject to same prejudices
by Terrell Johnson
editor-in-chief
After working for a year on
The Chronicle, Heather Reid
became the youngest editorin-chief that publication has
ever seen. She is a junior majoring in English with aspirations of working in the publishing industry.
Reid's interests lie in publishing Southern literature,
particularly that which is written by women.
She feels that we are experiencing a second Southern
Renaissance, but unlike the
original which occurred in the
20s, this second wind is primarily focused on women writers
in the South.
"I would like to give these
women a chance to publish
more than one book," states
Reid, "to get read, to get widespread reading outside of the
South."
As editor-in-chief, Reid ultimately decides the design of
each issue of The Chronicle.
She chooses papers, colors and
decides the placement of all
the submissions in the final
publication.
"Basically I mother this
magazine," Reid says, "I don't
think there's any other way to
put it."
For all her accomplishments, Reid says she wishes

someone would rival her position. "I'd love to see someone
try to take myjob," Reid states,
"I'd like to see some freshman
or sophomore girls, even juniors who are going to be here
for a while, come into my office and tell me that they want
to train for this position."
Ironically, Reid says she has
found female involvement in
the magazine less dependable
than male although about 50
percent of the organization's
members are women.
She shrugs, "They have
other things to do, and they
drift off."
Concerned that while
women are adequately represented in media organizations
on campus they are not as
visible in other groups, Reid
says, "It is hard to tell because
you don't hear a lot from
women
I'd like to see more
women coming out for these
things."
Reid feels definite progress
has been made in the past few
years for women: "Now, especially the guys our age and
younger, are used to the idea
of women being equal. It is a
much more egalitarian system."
Often her femininity has
worked to her advantage in
that people "feel I'm more
compassionate, that I listen to
them and take into account

Larry Bathelemy iv/senior staff photographer

The Chronicles editor-in-chief, Heather Reid, feels women are often
better suited for mangerial positions as they tend to be good listeners.
what they say."
Conversely, Reid does hold
the opinion that career women
must be more conscientious
than their male counterparts
in order to prove their abilities.
"We have to work harder. I
think that goes without saying," says Reid, "We have to
prove ourselves, not only to
ourselves, but to others." Even
so, she feels women have an
advantage in that "we take care

of things. It's personal to us.
It's not just business. She continues, "We take it as a part of
us and not just a business venture"
Maintaining a positive attitude is the key to solving the
problems between the sexes
according to Reid. "I want
women to realize that it is okay
to believe in yourself and be a
feminist," she says, "in the idea
that feminism is glorifying
one's femininity."

"I used to shy away from
the word feminism because it
has bad connotations,. . . but
I think the time for hatred and
resentment,bitterness is over,"
explains Reid.
"We sit there and yell at
men about going to war all the
time when we're trying to go
to war with them. If we truly
believe we can do it, forget the
fact that we're women and
they're men. . . . Just go for it
as people."
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The media organizations of Clemson
always have their doors open to new
members. If you are interested in becoming involved in any media organization, please contact one ofthe following
people.
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1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

Tracy Corley - TAPS
656-2379
Terrell Johnson - The Tiger 656-2158
Heather Reid - The Chronicle 656-2833
Becky Townsend - WSBF
656-2279

Year

WSBF's program director fights to prove
herself capable in male dominated society
by Terrell Johnson
editor-in-chief
Program Director Becky
Townsend finds being a
woman working as the key
officer of the University radio
station WSBF has both an advantage and a disadvantage
for her in her position.
"People expect more. You
have to work a lot harder,"
says Townsend, "just to prove
yourself sometimes." On the
other hand, Townsend feels
being a woman allows her to
better understand both sides
of any dispute as "qualities
you generally attribute to
women are being able to be a
good listener and being approachable."
"I feel like sometimes
people will approach a woman
more easily with emotions,"
Townsend elaborates.
Her third year with WSBF,
Townsend has served as program director for a full year.
Her position requires her to
deal with the day to day workings of the radio station: solving disputes, representing her
organization, and making
major programing decisions.

Townsend is also in charge
of the public service announcements, aired periodically during the broadcasts, as well as
the issues programing for the
radio station. What are issues
programs?
Townsend explains, "According to FCC regulations,
since we are an educational
station, we are required to do
so many educational themes
concerning the community or
the University. That's what issues programs are."
s
Organizing approximately £
110 members of a radio sta- so
tion which broadcasts about S.
20 hours a day, Townsend has 8
learned a great deal about com-1
promise, working in groups g
and time management. In par- £
ticular, Townsend says she is
"not quite as shy as I used to
be."
Finding her voice, is a major theme for Townsend.
When discussing the way female students in positions of
authority are treated by administrators or faculty at the
University, Townsend says, "I
can go to some of these meetings and just have it out with
some of these people, and I

Program Director Becky Townsend says peopi
surprised to hear a woman express strong views.
think they get surprised sometimes when they see [women]
speaking up and really saying
'I have a strong opinion on
this, and I want you to hear
it.'"
She writes these reactions
off to the University not being
accustomed to outspoken female students. "Whenever we

Erik Martin/head photographer

Becky Townsend helps Kristen Anderson with her radio broadcast,
Townsend stresses the importance of women finding their own voice.

really do get upset about something, they always try to listen,
but there's that moment of
shock or surprise," Townsend
states.
Townsend emphasizes that
there is a good balance of
women and men on the staff
of WSBF but feels overall
women and women's issues
are not taken very seriously at
Clemson.
"I think it's getting better,"
Townsend says, "but yet whenever you say the feminism
word people shy away." She
notes the way women's studies courses are often treated
as crib courses.
As a young woman aspiring
to a career in medicine or
possibly molecular genetics,
Townsend does foresee a certain responsibility as a career
woman.
She believes women often
must prove that they can perform their jobs as well if not
better than a man. According
to Townsend, female doctors
often must sacrifice their
home-life in order to pursue
their careers.
"When you start caring for
your home, people lake on
the attitude that your getting

soft," says Townsend, "I don't
think that's fair."
Most importantly, she wants
other students to know that
women can become successful in their careers and in their
home-lives. She calls this a "balance" between being tough
and being understanding.
Brought up in a family
which firmly believed in the
capabilities of women,
Townsend learned to fight
sexism instead of bowing to itShe does not mind serving as
an example for other women.
In fact she says, "I try to be
a good role model because I
think it is important to see
women in high positions. I
think it is something that we
need to see more of."
As for the roles she hopes
women are taking on in our
society, Townsend says she
feels the time has past for anger and resentment towards
men.
She hopes to see women
gradually fighting their way
into equality not separating
themselves as antagonists of
men.
"We learned a long time
ago that separate but equal
does not work."
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Nobel Prize winner to lecture at CU
by D. Linsey Wisdom
staff writer

Hans Bethe, the Noble Prize winning astro
physicist, will lecture at Clemson March 10.

Hans Bethe, a Nobel Prize
winning physicist, will be coming to Clemson as part of the
physic and astronomy's annual
Godfrey Distinguished Lecture. His discussion "My Life
in Physics" will be held at 7:30
pm, Thursday, March 10 at
the Strom Thurmond Institute.
Donald Clayton, a physics
professor at Clemson, says,
"Hans Bethe is arguably the
world's most distinguished living scientist."
Bethe received the Nobel
Prize in 1967 for his theory of
stellar energy. According to
him he developed his theories
"rather by accident." At the
time was interested the fact
that electric charge of electrons should cause them to

have infinite energy, according to quantum mechanics.
Bethe applied his theories to
answer his questions "How do
stars replenish their heat to
keep on shining. His work
showed that virtually all energy generated by stars as a
fusion reaction between hydrogen and carbon.
"That's how I invented the
carbon cycle," said Bethe, "or
should I say 'discovered.'"
Bethe was also a major contributor to the Physic's Department of the Manhattan
Project. He was initially worried that the first atomic explosion would cause the entire earth to be engulfed in
flames. After reconsidering
this position he "found that
this was incredibly unlikely."
Needless to say, the project
was a success.
Although being involved

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
1 and 2 Bedrooms $295 to $495
Swimming Pool»Tennis Court'Shuttle Service
Burton Properties
9 Locations:

653-7717
Heritage Pointe Old Central Road After hours
Heritage Station Lindsey Road
654-3444 or
Vicksburg
West Bank
654-2412 or
College Street Wesley Street
647-2268
Village Green

Nutrition
Stop by Schilletter Dining Hall
Thursday, March 10,1994
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.
for the 2nd Annual Nutrition/Health Fair.
NUTRITION
EDUCATION
Clemson Dining Service

ONE1
FREE _L
LUNCH!
Redeem at the
Nutrition/Health Fair,
Thursday, March 10, 1994
10:45 a.m.-2:10 p.m.
at Schilletter Dining Hall.
If you use your meal plan or buy a meal
with cash or Tiger Stripe, visit the Fair
and pick up a FREE THERMO MUG
while supplies last.

We can simplify life's equation!

initially in the arms race, Bethe
opposes the use of the more
powerful fusion bomb. He
believes that if the US had
renounced their use of the
hydrogen bomb, then Russia
may have been more reluctant
to create their own weapons,
he does advocate the use of
nuclear power due to the growing problem of global warming.
During the 1920's Bethe
worked on everything from
elementary particles to dense
arrays of nuclei to entire stars.
In the 40's it was work to eliminate infinite energy rising from
electrons. The 50's and 60's
found him calculating the
properties of nuclear matter.
Since his retirement in 1975,
he has researched why the sun
emits fewer neutrons than
predicted by standard physics. Now, at the age of 87, he is
attempting to understand how
stars explode. He has been
working on that problem for
the last 14 years and only recently has he discovered what
may be the answer.
Bethe's appearance at
Clemson is truly an honor.
Most scientist seem to burn
out at an early age. Longevity
is rare in this field.
"There is nothing as interesting as science/'comments
Bethe, "So as long as the brain
lasts that is what I am gong to
do."
The lecture Bethe plans to
give will be open to the public.
According tojanna Glower,
"This is a wonderful opportunity for science and engineering students, as well as people
who are interested in the
nuclear weapons issue to hear
one of the greatest scientists
of our time."

Healthbeat
by Sean Cook
Time -Out editor
Many Clemson students
may not realize it, but
March is National Nutrition Month.
The University will be
promoting good nutrition
and health with a Nutrition/Health Fair Thursday, March 10 at Schiletter
Dining Hall.
The event, which will be
held from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
will feature 50 booths from
local and national companies and university departments.
At the fair, students, faculty and staff will be able to
talk with nutrition and fitness specialists, sample
healthy foods and drinks
or have their cholesterol
levels and blood pressure
levels checked.
Students interested in
dropping a few pounds can
also participate in the
Wellness Center's Slim
Down Challenge.
The challenge begins
March 7 and costs $10 per
person. To register and
weigh in, go to the Wellness
Center in the Robert Cook
Edwards Nursing Building
between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. For more information, call Ron Alexander at
656-5479.
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Tiger Fact
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The men's tennis
team (10-0) are off
to their best start
since 1986.
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Inside Sports
-Jessica Barr named Player
of the Year, page 16
-Lady Tiger basketball team
clinches third , page 16
-Men's basketball team
sweeps Wolfpack, page 20
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State, page 25
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Sport or Tigers down Terps in Ellis finale
business
by Michael Burns
staff writer
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Rob Graham
asst. sports editor
"It's only agame, man," pleaded
UNLV basketball coach Rollie
Massimino in a recent interview
with an ESPN reporter inquiring
about the public reaction to the
team's downfall ever since the resignation of the Rebs' legendary
coach, Jerry Tarkanian.
Massimino has been underfire
ever since he took thejob at UNLV.
This year's team is currently in
danger of suffering the school's
first losing season in 30 some odd
years for hoops and holds the dubious honor for fewest points
scored in a game by a Rebel team
and also holds the school record
for largest margin of defeat at the
Shark Tank (Thomas & Mack Center).
What's the problem here?
Well, Massimino is being criticized for something he has no
control over. UNLV is currently
under an NCAA suspension because ofJerry Tarkanian's actions
as head coach.
The Las Vegas community is
blinded by this fact and is publicly
humiliating Massimino as a coach
and a person. You know you've
got it bad when Tarkanian still has
a radio talk show in town.
But, UNLV is suffering greatly
as a use-to-be powerhouse in
NCAA basketball. The town isn't
taking it so well either.
What is the point?
Sports and business! Is this an
oxymoron?
You sure wouldn't think so in
these days.
The world of sports is a huge
market today and it's turning into
a business that doesn't care much
about the players and coaches, unless they fill the seats night in and
night out.
Take for instance last week's
eye-popper of a trade in the NBA.
The Atlanta Hawks, currently leading the Central Division, decided
it was time for their star player
(Dominique Wilkins) to hit the
road. Wilkins is the Hawks all-time
leading scorer with 23,292 and is
the last player to win a scoring title
other than Michael Jordan.
He is also the sixth leading
scorer in the NBA this season and
had found new life in playing for
coaching legend Lenny Wilkens.
They sent him to the Los Angeles Clippers for Danny Manning
and a first round pick in 1994 or
1995.
Of course, Manning is no slouch

Littlejohn Coliseum said goodbye
Saturday to Cliff Ellis and the outgoing seniors of the 1993-94 basketball team. The ceremonies included
presentations to Ellis and his family, as
well as Parents' day festivities. They
also decided to play a basketball game.
Out of this emotional afternoon,
the Tigers emerged victorious 73-67,
to push their record to a game over
.500 at 14-13, and 5-9 in the ACC.
For the Tigers, it kept their
postseason tournament hopes alive.
For Ellis, it meant he would leave his
last game coaching Clemson in
Littlejohn as a winner.
But however sentimental the proceedings, the, game was a bitter duel.
Clemson and Maryland fought to
six ties and 11 lead changes before the
Tigers were able to take control. The
contest produced 37 fouls, numerous
bodies flying to the floor, and more
than one wet towel.
Fueled by emotion, Clemson
jumped ahead early. The Tigers moved
the ball well, scoring from the outside
and in to gain a 17-10 advantage with
just over 10 minutes to play in the first
half.
But the Terps countered. Maryland
went into a full-court press after their
next basket, and milked four Clemson
turnovers for 11 more points and 2317 lead.
The Tigers' ball handling then
picked up. Six different Tigers scored
to end the half with a 31-30 lead.
Just a minute and a half into the
second period, Maryland's Joe Smith
committed his fourth foul, forcing a
frustrated Gary Williams to take him
out. Sharone Wright and the Clemson
defense held the nation's leading freshman scorer to eight points in 24 min-

see MONEY, page 11
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Erik Martin/head photographer

Lou Richie cuts through the Terrapins' defense for two in
a 73-67 whipping of the University of Maryland.
utes played.
But with Smith out, others carried
the load for Maryland. Johnny Rhodes
and Duane Simpkins combined for
five second half three-pointers.
With 3:13 left to play, Rhodes hit
one to cut the Clemson lead to 61-60.
A missed Clemson basket led to a

Maryland fast break and an opportunity to take the lead. Keith Booth
drove to the basket with Andre Bovain
the lone Clemson defender back.
Booth pulled up to slam, Bovain
jumped to block, and the dunk rimmed
see HLLIS, page 23

CU to unveil football Ring of Honor
by Lou Potenza
managing editor/sports

in basketball," said Robinson.
"However, in the future, former
Tiger student-athletes will have their
Clemson University Athletic Direc- jerseys retired, not their numbers. This
tor Bobby Robinson announced process should eliminate any quesWednesday afternoon the introduc- tions in regard to the Clemson Athtion of the Clemson Football Ring of letic Department policy concerning
Honor to be displayed in Memorial retiring a former player's number."
The names Fuller, McFadden and
Stadium.
The Ring of Honor is scheduled to Howard, as well as their respective
be unveiled at the Tigers' season- jersey numbers, will be placed on the
facade of Clemson's Memorial Staopener against Furman on Sep. 3.
Clemson University has two perma- dium located between the upper and
nently retired football numbers and lower decks.
"Clemson's Memorial Stadium Ring
they shall be the charter members of
Memorial Stadium's Ring of Honor. of Honor is a tremendous opportunity
The jersey numbers include Steve for the athletic department to permaFuller's No. 4 and Banks McFadden's nently recognize and honor former
Tiger football players," continued
No. 66.
Also, former Head Coach Frank Robinson.
"There are a tremendous amount
Howard will be included as a charter
of former Clemson greats and it will
member of the Ring of Honor.
"With the introduction of the Me- be difficult to decide which individumorial Stadium Ring of Honor, these als should be placed among the Ring
numbers (No. 4 and No. 66) are never of Honor.
"With this in mind, we have estabto be worn again on the football field,
just as Tree Rollins' No. 30, Banks Mc lished a committee charged with the
Fadden's No. 23 and Barbara task of nominating and selecting fuKennedy's No. 42 will never be issued ture recipients."

—

■

—

A special committee, including the
athletic director, the head football
coach, the executive director of IPTAY,
the sports information director, the
director of Student-Athlete Enrichment, a member of the University
Board of Trustees as appointed by the
Chairman of the Board, a member of
the Athletic Council as appointed by
the President, and a member from the
Tiger Letterman's Association, as appointed by the officers of the association, as well as the senior associate
athletic director, vice president of administration and the NCAA faculty
representative will select for the university president's approval, the former
players to be recognized in the Ring of
Honor.
The selections are to be based on
accomplishments on and off the playing field, and the player must hold a
baccalaureate degree.
This criteria will include only those
accomplishments taking place at Clemson University.
This commit t ee will be charged with
the task of retiring jerseys in sports
other than football, as well.
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Lady Tigers break record, clinch third with
win at Tech, winning streak halted by UNC
staff reports
Jessica Barr hit two free
throws in the closing minutes
against Georgia Tech last Friday, helping the Lady Tigers
to win their 11th ACC game,
55-51.
The 11 conference wins established a new school record
for the Lady Tigers and they
clinched third place in the
ACC.
Starting guards Tonya
Sampson and Marion Jones
scored 20 points apiece to lead
fifth-ranked North Carolina to
a 91-86 women's basketball
victory over Clemson Saturday afternoon.
The Tar Heels improved to
24-2 overall and 14-2 in the
ACC, while Clemson fell to
18-7 overall and 11-4 in the
ACC.
North Carolina enters next
week's ACC Tournament as
the number-two seed, while
Clemson will be the numberthree seed.
North Carolina is now 7-1
on the road this year, and the
Tar Heels handed Clemson
just its second home loss of
the season.
Sylvia Crawley scored 15
points on 7-10 shooting to support Sampson andjones, while
Barr, the league's top scorer,
had 22 in her final regular
season home appearance as a
Lady Tiger. She also led all
rebounders. with 14.
Clemson had five players in
double figures and anodier
player with nine. Tara
Saunooke supported Barr with
15 points, while Laura Cottrell
had 13, her first double figure
scoring game of the season.
Calesha Corder and Dawn
Stewart had 11 apiece and

Erik Martin/head photographer

Jessica Barr, recently named the ACCs Player
of the Year, puts up a shot against UNC.
Renee Rayton added nine.
Stewart also had 10 rebounds
to post her second doubledouble of the season.
Sampson had another fine
all-around game for North
Carolina. The senior guard
from Clinton, NC came into
the game with a 19-point aver-

age for her careen^against
Clemson and she improved
that with her 20-point night.
Sampson also had 10 rebounds, two steals, two blocks
and six assists in just 25 minutes of play. Jones had five
steals to help the North Carolina defensive effort.

North Carolina also had a
superior effort from two members off its bench. Tonya Jackson scored 10 points and Lore
Gear added nine as both ladies registered their ACC season high.
The reserves came into the
game averaging just seven
points a game collectively. All
19 of the points came in the
second half when Sampson,
Crawley and Charlotte Smith
were in foul trouble.
Smith, North Carolina's
second leading scorer, fouled
out with 18:36 left in the game
with eight points.
Clemson jumped out to a
28-21 lead with 7:40 left in the
first half. Barr led the Tigers
to that seven-point lead with
11 points during that first 12
minutes of the contest.
North Carolina then went
on a 24-10 run to close out the
half and the Tar Heels held a
45-38 lead at intermission.
Jones provided the key
spurt of the game for North
Carolina.
In that 24-10 run, the freshman guard scored 12 points,
including nine in a row at one
stretch. Sampson also scored
six points in that 24-10 run.
Clemson cut the gap to 4746 in the first three minutes of
the second half, but could
never get the lead.
A 6-0 run by the Tar Heels
gave them a 53-46 lead with 14
minutes left. North Carolina
held a lead between seven and
12 points until the final two
minutes of the game.
Clemson closed the gap to
five points and had the lead in
the final 15 seconds, but could
never get any closer.
Clemson won the battle of
the boards 48-41 and had just

Barr named Player of the
Year, Davis top coach
by Ken Roberts
staff writer
Clemson's first team all-conference
forward Jessica Barr was named the
1994 Atlantic Coast Conference Player
of the Year, as selected by the league
head coaches.
Throughout the regular season, Barr
has ranked among the league leaders
in scoring, field goal percentage, rebounds and steals per game.
The 6-2 senior from Batesburg, currently leads the league in scoring with
a 20.3 average and ranks second in
shooting (.571 percent) and third in
rebounding (8.8 per game).
A two-time ACC Player of the Week
selection, Barr has led the Tigers in
scoring in 22 of the teams's 26 games
this season and has scored in double
figures in all but one game.
After averaging 10 points and five
rebounds her junior year, Barr, who
transferred from the University of
Georgia, has doubled her scoring output and is averaging almost four more
boards than in her initial year at Clemson.
In just two seasons she has accumulated 799 points and 378 rebounds.
Barr is the first Lady Tiger player to
ever be named ACC Player of the
Year.

She became only the third Lady
Tiger to lead the team in scoring,
rebounding and field goal percentage
in a single season. The other two players that accomplished this feat are
Barbara Kennedy in 1982 and Shandy
Bryan in 1993.
Clemson head coach Jim Davis
earned his second ACC Coach of the
Year award, after leading the Lady
Tigers to an 11-5 league record and 188 overall.
Davis won his first award in 1990.
He took over the coaching reigns at
Clemson in the 1987-88 season. He
has compiled a record of 143-70 while
atCU.
After opening the season with a 5-3
record, he led the team to seven consecutive wins to clinch the third seed
in the ACC tournament.
Under Davis' leadership, the Lady
Tigers have finished no lower than
fourth in the league in the regular
season standings and have been to the
last six NCAA tournaments.
In conference games, his coaching
record stands at 63-41 for a winning
percentage of .606, which fifth on the
ACC coaching charts.
Clemson will play N.C. State in the
quarterfinal round of the 17th annual
ACC women's basketball tournament
that will be held this weekend at the

13 turnovers compared to 16
for North Carolina. But, Clemson shot just 39 percent from
the field, compared to 53.3
percent for North Carolina.
It was just the third time all
season an opponent had shot
over 50 percent against Clemson.
In Tuesday's game with
Maryland, rescheduled due to
an ice storm, the Lady Tigers
were never able to get on track.
Bonnie Rimkus scored 23
points to lead the Lady Terrapins to a 84-46 victory.
Clemson trailed 36-18 at
halftime and never was able to
make a solid run.
Barr led the Lady Tigers
with 17 points as she was the
only Clemson player to score
in double figures.
Rayton followed Barr with
eight points and four rebounds. Allison Rhoad
grabbed four boards for Clemson as well.
The Lady Tigers shot 1-14
from the 3-pointline, with Barr
nailing the only one for CU.
Maryland outrebounded
the Lady Tigers 38-22 as
Rimkus pulled down 16 boards
to lead the way.
Puckett had seven assits for
the Lady Tigers but Clemson
committed 25 turnovers that
prevented them from ever
getting the game close.
This closed out the regular
season for both schools. Clemson finished at 11-5 in the ACC,
18-8 overall. The Lady Terrapins closed out at 8-8 in the
confersnee and 14-12 overall.
The Lady Tigers will face
N.C. State Saturday at 8:30
p.m. in the quarterfinal round
of the ACC tournament to be
held in Rock Hill at the
Winthrop Coliseum.

1993-94 ACC Women's
Basketball final standings
ACC

Overall

15-1

23-3

14-2

24-2

3. Clemson

11-5

18-8

4. Maryland

8-8

14-12

5. Duke

7-9

16-10

6. N.C. State

6-10

13-13

7. Georgia Tech

5-11

12-14

8. Wake Forest

3-13

7-18

9. Florida State

3-13

2. North Carolina

^i,

6-20
graphic by Lou Potenza

Winthrop Coliseum in Rock Hill.
Clemson defeated the Lady
Wolfpack twice this season as the Lady
Tigers won 71-56 on Jan. 5 in Raleigh,

N.C. and 71-59 Feb. 3 at Clemson.
N.C. State will be coming into the
game with a record of 13-13 and a 6-10
mark in conference play.
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Wilkins goes West; will the Hawks fly South?
'Nique deserved much more | Manning brings youth, talent
by Lou Potenza
managing
editor/sports
Let's see now,
the Hawks are
battling for first
place in the Central Division, are
in a great position to make a
run at the Eastern Division championship and they
decide to trade the franchise, Dominique Wilkins.
Maybe the Hawks realized that the
city of Atlanta has never won a world
championship in any sport and they
didn't want to become the first. Or,
maybe the management of the Hawks
were upset with their fans and decided
to punish them for not coming out in
droves.
Or could it be that they are just a
bunch of businessmen who came to
the determination that Wilkins had to
go. Sure he's going to be an unrestricted free agent and the end of this
season, but guess what? So is the guy
they traded for, Danny Manning.
Yes, the Hawks will probably be
able to resign Manning and keep him
around for a while but if they do, the
Clippers will receive a conditional firstround pick in either 1994 or 1995. Is
Manning worth a future Hall-of-Famer
and a first-round pick?
Please.
The best thing that Manning brings
to the table is the fact that he is six
years younger than Wilkins. He's a
better passer and shot-blocker but that

really isn't the point. The "Human by Edan
Some may say that banishing Wilkins
Highlight Film" was traded away with- Ballantine
to the Clip's is the equivalent of throwout a second thought, for a guy who assistant sports
ing a blanket on his career. Thanks a
whined his way into a trade. That's editor
lot, 'Nique. In return for scoring the
exactly the kind of attitude you need
most points in Hawks history (23,292),
on a team competing for a title, isn't it?
When Michael
we're sending you on a permanent
Last year the big complaint from Jordan exchanged
vacation to L.A., 'Nique.
Manning was that he had been around his sneakers for
So why did they trade him?
coach Larry Brown too long and he spikes, the big quesNot only is Wiikins a ball-hog, but
needed a change.
tion was, "Who will
he has lost a few inches on his vertical
Well, Brown wasn't in Los Angeles win the Central Dijump, therefore, trading in his signathis season and Manning's numbers vision." All the soture dunks that gave him the name,
have increased. That wasn't enough called "experts" proclaimed the Char- "The Human Highlight Film", for
however to keep the Clippers from lotte Hornets as the next dynasty to three-point shots.
wallowing in last place in the Pacific rule the division. Well, without Larry
The term "defense" is ranked lower
Johnson and Alonzo Mourning, 13 on his vocabulary than the word "asDivision.
'Nique however, had the Hawks atop games out of first place is the closest sist". If there was anybody that would
the standings all season long and was they'll get to a division title.
be an improvement on 'Nique, then it
flourishing in coach Lenny Wilkins'
So who would it be? Cleveland? would be someone who could score,
offensive scheme. It might be a good Indiana? Milwaukee? Detroit?
but also pass the ball and play defense.
No, the team nobody thought would Someone like....
thing for Wilkins that he won'tjoin the
rest of the Hawks into the playoffs present any sort of serious challenge,
Danny Manning.
the Atlanta Hawks, is now presiding in
though.
It might have been risky to shake up
After watching Wilkins' Cleveland first place. "How could this be?" one the rotation of a fust-place team, but
Cavaliers lie down and die against the might ask.
thf pros definitely out-weigh the cons.
After all, the main nucleus of the
Chicago Bulls in four games last year,
Pro:
it's hard to get excited about Atlanta's team, Dominique Wilkins and Kevin
Manning has the edge in the reWillis, have been playing for the Hawks bound department, averaging seven
chances for a title.
This year did look to be Wilkins' for years. They added Mookie Blaylock per game, compared to Wilkins' 6.2.
best shot at a ring and it's a shame that a couple years ago, and added Stacy Manning is six years younger, and
Augmon through the draft, but the earns $250,000 less than Wilkins. Both
he was denied that chance.
Hopefully, 'Nique can keep himself team hasn't really changed. The big players are All-Stars.
healthy and become a crowd favorite question is:
Con:
"Why is this year any different than
Wilkins' 24.4 points per game are
in the City of Angels.
Possibly the only comforting news the others?"
barely above Manning's 23.7 per game.
First-year coach Lenny Wilkins
that came out of the trade was that
Manning is also a better passer, and
Wilkins' No. 21 will be retired and preaches defense. And with his de- a better shot blocker. He will allow the
hung from the rafters of The Omni fense, the Hawks have risen to a new offensive abilities of Craig Ehlo,
level. So what do the Hawks go and Augmon, Blaylock, and Willis bloswhen his career is over.
If this trade doesn't produce a title do?
som, instead of bypassing an open
They trade their top scorer to the man under the basket to launch a
for Atlanta, Hawk president Stan
L.A. Clippers.
three-pointer.
Kasten might be joining the jersey.
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TD's TD's TD's
Upcoming Bands

(L//Z _Jnz Equals, in SJ^znaLEton
■

646-Q238

Buy One SanAwidi, <fjd <JVe.xt ^Jol <zHaff <Pllaz

Must Present Coupon

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

Mar 4th Simon Sez
Mar 9th

Melon

Maf IIth Big BCiy (formerly Union City)

Special Events
6th Annual
VIE WS FROM THE BL UFF
DUQUESNFS 1994 SUMMER SCHEDULE OFFERS:
TRANSFERABLE COURSES*
*START DATES MAY THRU JULY*
*ACCELERATED SESSIONS*

+ St. Patrick's Day Party +
Mar 17th

NOW ACCEPT
DISCOVER

Ask about our Science and Language Courses
Registration is EASY by FAX, phone, mail, or in person
INTERESTED?

Wild Wednesdays
Happy l|our Specials

CALL 1-800-283-3853

Wings $1.99 I dozen
House brand liquors $2 (That's 2 for $4!!)

FOR YOUR COMPLETE SUMMER 1994
INFORMATION/APPLICATION PACKAGE
mmmma

tmuamauaamm

mmmm
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Tiger tennis off to best start since 1986:
down Deacs, Tenn. Tech, S. Fla. and Terps
by Billy Ebner
staff writer
What a difference a year
makes.
Clemson's men's tennis
team is on a roll, winning their
first ten games of the season.
The Tigers are off to their best
start since the 1986 season,
where they started off 1 TO.
They swept all four teams
they played last weekend, beating Wake Forest 4-3, Tennessee Tech 7-0, South Florida 61, and Maryland 7-0.
Last year, the Tigers had a
terrible season going 9-2 0. This
season they already have more
wins than they did all of last
season combined.
Coach Chuck Kriese said,
"We are on our way to a great
season. Although I'm very
pleased, I'm not surprised.
"This team has a lot of character and a lot of substance.
We will definately continue to
improve as the season goes
on. Our main goals lie at the
end of the season and we've
got to continue to build as a
team until we have gotten to
that point."
Kriese believes that his team

performed very well in the
clutch. The Tigers were down
3-0 to Wake Forest before beating the Demon Deacons 4-3.
Kriese said, "Once a team
finds out that there are clutch
under pressure, then it's hard
to stop them.
"First of all, you work hard
so that you are a very hard
team to beat. Secondly, as you
start winning you gain confidence, but the ultimate factor
as a team and as an individual
is when you find out that you
are a clutch performer."
Chris Robinson, a junior,
won three and lost one of his
singles matches, while he and
partner Jason Reyner won all
four of their double matches.
Reyner was also 2-0 in singles
play.
Robinson said, "This weekend turned out to be very successful.
"We beat Wake Forest and
South Florida, two teams that
we had lost to the year before.
After the Wake Forest win, we
just seemed to roll past the
rest of the teams that we had
to play."
Mitch Sprengelmeyer, a
freshman, won all four of his
Larry Barthelemy/senior staff photographer

AFTER 5 P.M. SPECIAL

ANY SMALL

SHAKE 95*

Offer expires: 3/11/94
Located in Newman Hall.

Write sports for The Tiger, call 6560986 and ask for Lou, Rob, or Edan.

1
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Open:
9 a.m.-9 p.m.,
Monday-Saturday
1 p.m.-9 p.m., Sunday

Bas Wild helps the Tigers to an undefeated
record.

singles matches, while he and
Frank Salazar were 3-1 in
doubles.Salazar was also 2-0 in
singles.
Sprengelmeyer said, "It was
a pretty successful weekend.
"I think the Wake Forest
win was good for our confidence. It should be a good
lead up to this weekend's
games."
Bas Wild also performed
well going 3-1 in singles and 31 in doubles with partner Mike
Williams.
Williams had 3 wins and 1
loss in singles. To top it off,
Charly Rasheed was 4-0 in
singles.
The Tigers will be playing
in Corpus Christy, Tex. this
weekend.
They will be playing the
University of Minnesota in the
first round of this tournament
that consists of eight top
teams.
Next Wednesday the Tigers
will be playing Georgia Tech
in an ACC match-up.
Kriese said, "I believe that
we can do very well in Corpus
Christy. We are playing with
confidence and performing
well under pressure."
Sprengelmeyer said, "Our
goals are to pretty much win
the whole thing. We just want
to keep our winning streak
going."
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OUNCIL

"The Link Between Students and Alumni
AORicmnmai PRODUCTS
SUES CENTER

8"Ll'LDINO
& ANY VIDEO

$4.49
with this coupon

Choose from a variety of toppings.
Walk-in orders only!
Expires: 4/6/94
656-SUBS
Location:
East Campus Convenience Store

Congratulations to the New
Student Alumni Council Members
Bubba Britton
Susie Binder
Kimberly Gray Cydney McAdams
Reid Rucker
Lorian Moose
Brooks Saucier Holly Simons
Nicole Thommen
John Stillwell
Mike "Sparky" Waldrop
Karyn Well
Jeanne Williams
August Wills
Teneka Witherspoon
And By The Way,
Congratulations to the Semi-New
SAC Executive Council Officers
President Jeff Brown
Vice President Edie Webb
Secretary Nate Manning
Treasurer Susan Gallagher
Public Relations Anne Marie Anthony
Special Projects Susan Haseltine

J
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OIL, LUBE
& FILTER |
S-f R96 j

15

FREE Preventive
Maintenance Check
(on request)
Lube (where applicable), new _
filter & up to 5 quarts major
brand oil (brands vary). Most
cars. Special diesel oil & filter I
extra. Environmental oil
disposal fee may apply in
some areas. Call for appt.

REDI-CHARGE®
Maintenance-Free Battery Built By AC Oelco
$00"5 Model 24P45
45-Month Warranty. 350 Cold Cranking
Amps. Starting Power At 0° F.

QOODfVEAR

*1000 OFF

All Double Eagle® Batteries
Maintenance-Free Batlery Built By AC Deko
60 mo. 75 mo. 80 mo.
STARTING AT $45.95 REG. PRICE.
No other discounts apply. Sale ends 3/31/94.
60-Month Warranty. 450 Cold Cranking Amps. StartingJ'ower At 0° F.

Free Goodyear
Racing Cap with
Tire Purchase

52J22 3 DECATHLON

AS LOW AS

$3599

P155/80R13
WL

aooofvcAa

AS LOW AS

$3199

%^ || 155R12

M
90 Days Same As Cash! Available on purchase of $200.00 or more on I
interest for 90 days for qualified buyers. Purchases not paid in full during
to finance charges that will accrue at A.P.R. 21.96% (21% in CO; 20.4% in PR: 19.8% in IA; and 18% in
ME, NC, and Wl). Min. finance charge $0.50 (none in NC and PR). See stgre for details.

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH!
• OVER 2400
LOCATIONS
NATIONWIDE!
• ASE CERTIFIED
TECHNICIANS!
• NATIONWIDE
WARRANTY!

• HASSLE FREE SERVICE
FOR YOUR DOMESTIC
AND IMPORT CAR
AND LIGHT TRUCK!
• CONVENIENT HOURS!

mm CERTIFIED _
MM AUTO SERVICE
I CHECK—If we sell out of your size we will
issue you a rain check, assuring future delivery
al the advertised price.

PRICES, LIMITED WARRANTIES. CREDIT TERMS, AND AUTO
SERVICE OFFERS SHOWN AVAILABLE AT GOODYEAR AUTO
SERVICE CENTERS. SEE ANY OF THE BELOW LISTED
INDEPENDENT DEALERS FOR THEIR COMPETITIVE PRICES,
WARRANTIES AND CREDIT TERMS.

10% Discount for
all Clemson Students
Come in and get your discount card.

acuity

GOODfVEAU
Auto
Service
Center
3435 Clemson Blvd. Anderson, 803-244-5160
^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ kga^mmmmmmmm

wsBB^ssmmnrmm
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Tigers complete season sweep of Wolfpack
by Rob Graham
assistant sports editor
The Clemson Tigers continued their
regular season sweep of N.C. State
Wednesday night as they hammered
the Wolfpack 82-63 at Reynolds Coliseum in Raleigh.
The Tigers got a big lift from two
unexpected players as Corey Wallace
and Merl Code came off the bench to
play huge roles in the victory.
Wallace finished the game five-ofseven from the field and totaled 18
points. He led the Tigers' attack from
beyond the 3-point circle, as he hit
four of the team's eight 3-pointers on
the night.
Jeff Brown, the ACC's leading percentage shooter from 3-point range,
finished two-of-two from beyond the
circle.
Code came in to give starting point
guard Lou Richie a rest, but ended up
playing most of the game. He finished
with four points, six assists and three
steals.
The Tigers didn't capture heir first
lead of the game until the 13:55 mark
of the first half. Brown hit his second
three from the right corner to vault
CU to a 12-11 lead.
The Wolfpack's Curtis Marshall
-nailed a 3-pointer to put N.C. State
back on top at 21-20.
After that shot, the Tigers went on
an 11-0 run that was capped off by a
Code jumper from the free throw line
on a four-on-two break. CU had a 3121 lead.
State answered with two consecutive 3-pointers from LaKista McCuller
and Marshall, respectively, cutting the
Tigers' lead to four.
But, CU finished the half strong
W

^^

.

with a 7-2 run. They held a 38-29 lead
at halftime.
The Tigers started the second half
right where they left off in the first
half, as they xrpened with a 7-2 run.
Richie started the half off with a 3pointer just five seconds into play.
The Wolfpack finally got it going
after CU's opening run. They put together a 10-0 spurt of their own to pull
within four, at 45-41.
Sharone Wright helped put together
another spurt for the Tigers, as he
scored five of their next eight points
during an 8-0 run.
Wright finished the game with 14
points, 14 rebounds and four blocked
shots. It was Wright's 17th doubledouble of the season. He currently has
more double-doubles in 85 career
games than Horace Grant had in 123
career games as a Tiger.
The closest N.C. State could get
after that was when Bryant Feggins
scored two of his 14 points to bring the
Wolfpack to within 16, at 66-50.
The win helped coach Cliff Ellis tie
a school record for most career road
wins in the ACC, with 14.
The Tigers will travel to Atlanta to
play the Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets
for their final regular season game
tomorrow. They knocked of Tech earlier this season at Littlejohn, 88-69.
The Tigers may also possibly have a
chance for the fifth seed in the ACC
Tournament. If Florida State loses to
Georgia Tech, Tech loses to Clemson,
N.C. State beats Wake Forest, Maryland loses to Virginia and Duke defeats North Carolina, then Clemson,
Maryland and Georgia Tech would be
7-9 in ACC play. Clemson would be 31 in tiebreaker games and thus the
number-five seed in the tournament.

-7*^ Chinese Restaurai

Cam Raines/staff photographer

Rayfield Ragland slams one home as the Tigers routed the
Wolfpack once again.

TIGER PAWS PRODUCTIONS STAFF POSITIONS
The Following Positions Will Be Open To Applications
■
Chairman
Stage Managers (2)
Hospitality Director
PuBlicityDlrector
T-shirt Security Director
Usher Director

ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET
Lunch-$4.95

Dinner-$6.95

Featuring: Scarps, Appetizers. LoMetn, Fried Rice, Sweet arid
Sour Chicken, Pepper Steak, Cantonese Bonestess Chicken,
and more.,. (Menu items also Available}

Buffet everyday
DINNER
Sun-Fri
11:30-2

LUNCH

Sun-Thurs
5-9:30

Apply In Person Bv Bringing A Resume Or Letter Of Interest To
The Campus Events Office Room 602 In The Union
Application Dead Hue March 11,1994
For More Information Call;656-5829
Be Involved With The People Who Bring The Concerts To Clemson!

Fri & Sat
5-10

The Department of Parks, Recreation, and
Tourism Management (PRTM) announces
four new 18-hour minors!
HUDSON RENTALS
SUMMER-WINTER
YEAR ROUND
STUDENTS LOW COST
SPRING BREAK RENTALS
HEATED/AIR CONDITIONED
1-5 BEDROOM BEACH HOUSES
AND
WINDY MARSH INN EFFICIENCY
UNITS
NEAR OCEAN WITH POOL
N. MYRTLE BEACH
803-249-2464

*t*r
Travel and
Tourism requires
PRTM 301
(preferred) or 101,
PRTM 342, and 12
additional credits
from the following
courses: PRTM 343,
344, 349,430 or 447,

Recreation Resource
Management requires
PRTM 301 (preferred)
or 101, 270,330,474,
and 6 additional credit
from the following
courses:
PRTM 320,
Community Leisure
403,
or
431.
Services requires PRTM 301 Therapeutic
(preferred) or 101, PRTM
Recreation requires
205, 321, and 9 additional
PRTM 301 (preferred)
credits from the following or 101, PRTM 311, and1
m
courses: PRTM 307,400,
12 additional credits
403, 421, or 441
in PRTM, 9 of which
must be from the
following courses:
PRTM 314, 315,316,
318,411,412, or 413.
For more details regarding these minors,
visit PRTM at 263 Lehotsky Hall or call
656-3400
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MARK YOUR CALENDAR...
Having fun
in your residence hall?
Then make sure you'll be
on campus next year!
Don't forget that
residence hall sign-up
is March 8, 9 and 10,1994.
A30

C L E M S 0 N

HOME
RESERVATIONS

1994-95
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Money
dominates
continued from 15
on the court. He was the first pick
overall in the 1988 draft and is in
the top 10 in scoring this season as
well.
But come on. What about
Wilkins?
This was his best chance of his .
career to make it to the Finals and
the Hawks organization ripped
the opportunity right from his
hands.
Manning isn't going to fill any
more seats than Wilkins did. And
besides, he's a free agent at the
end of the year and with his history of whining and whimpering
about who he wants to play for,
don't expect to see him back in an
Atlanta uniform next season. If
he is a Hawk next year, the Clippers will get a first round pick.
What does Wilkins get out of
the deal?
He goes from a first place team
in the Central Division to a last
place team in the West Division.
He's also reunited with former
Hawks coach Bob Weiss (the Cliff
Ellis of the NBA).
The Hawks say they've improved their team, but not as an
organization. They say the trade
will be good for their team this
year, next year and the year after
that.
Wait a minute, isn't that what
the draft is for?

§tvvtie$
Depression • Anxiety • Stress
Personality Disorders
Interpersonal Problems
Adjustment Disorders
Individual/Family
102-3 Eartle Street, Clemson, SC 29631
behind S.C. National Bank
(803) 654-1936

Lady Tigers fall flat against UGA
by Billy Ebner
staff writer
The\women's tennis team suffered
an agonizing loss to the fifth-ranked
Georgia Lady Bulldogs this past Friday. Even though the Lady Tigers lost
7-2, there were some bright spots in
the loss.
Coach Andy Johnston said, "We
played .well in singles but didn't do
well in doubles. After singles, we just
couldn't seem to get the momentum
going for doubles. We could have
played a lot better. They looked really
good and just took the wind out of
their sails."
In singles, Emma Peetz, a sophomore from Australia, beat Tina Samara 7-5, 6-7, and 6-1. Samara was
ranked fifty-second in the ITA poll.
Peetz said, "We realized that we have a
lot to work on. Theyjust came out with
more intensity than we did. We need
to be a tough team and believe in*
oursevles more."
Boba Tzvetkoza, a senior from Bulgaria, beat Stacy Sheppard 7-5 and 6-1.
Tzvetkoza was ranked forty-first, while
Sheppard was ranked thirty-eighth.
Tzvetkoza said, "It could have easily
gone the other way. Three of the four
singles matches we lost in three sets. In
doubles we didn't give the effort and
played badly. If we could have won the
singles matches, I believe that we could
have won the game."
In doubles action the Lady Tigers
lost all three matches. Janice Durden
and Shannon King, who are the ninth
ranked doubles team in the nation,
suffered a defeat from the seventh
ranked doubles team of Angela
Lettiere and Michelle Anderson.
Durden said, "I think we could have
easily won the game. We gave a lot of
effort in singles but not much in
doubles. I believe that we will learn
from our mistakes."
The Lady Tigers will participate in
the ITA Rolex National Team Indoor
Championships at Madison, Wis. This

•

o

file photo

Boba Tzvetkoza, ranked 4lst in the nation, beat 38thranked Stacy Sheppard, 7-5, 6-1.
tournament will feature the top sixteen teams in the nation. The women's
tennis team, which is ranked fourteenth in the nation, will be seeded
sixteenth in this tournament and will

play Stanford, who is seeded number
one and ranked second.
Johnston said, "This will be a great
opportunity for us. I think we have a
very good chance."

FREE CANDY BARS

FAMILY
INFORMATION
NETWORK

Saturday 1-3 at the Fashion Shack

New shipment just arrived from a famous women's catalog featuring
lingerie, sleep wear, and designer clothes.

THIS WEEKS SPECIAL:

Having trouble
selecting a day care
facility for your child?
We care and we share...
We assist in your search for
QUALITY child care as we
conduct an annual statewide
survey of child care agencies
and are happy to share the
result with you- free, of course.
Just call your local county
extension agent. Pickens: 8682810; Oconee: 638-5889;
Anderson: 226-1581. For
questions or comments about
this service call 656-1659 or 6560110.

We provide
information to help
people help
themselves.
(and that's the bottom
line.)
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Retail
$44.00

Ladies Silk Shirts
Everyday
This week
low price
$7.99
$12.99
Also a free purse or pocket book with purchase of
$30 or more, (while supplies last)

S

H

366 College Ave.
(Downtown Clemson)
654-6752

1019 Tiger Blvd.
Winn-Dixie Plaza
Clemson, 654-0016
Women's Plus Size

523 N. Main St.
1 Block Past Osteen Theatre
Corner of Calhoun & Main
Anderson, 231-0074
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Ellis leaves
Littlejohn
with victory

1994 Atlantic Coast Conference Women's Basketball Tournament
Winlhrop Coliseum, Rock Hill, S.C.
March 4-7, 1994
Sat., March 5
Quarterfinals

FrL, March 4
First Round

Sun., March 6
Semifinals

March 7
Finals

MOB.,

Maryland

continued from 15

#4 Seed
1230 pm
*5 Seed Duke

a* Wake Forest
#8 Seed
7:00 pm
#9 Seed
Florida State

%i.
Virginia
#1 Seed

12:30 pm*

2:30 pm
#8 vs. W Winner

5:30 pm*
UNC
#2 Send
6:30 pm
#7 Seed Ga. Tech

& Clemson

♦ACC-TV:
HTS/SportSouth/Sunshiii<
and other Prime Networi

3:00 pm*

#3 Seed
8:30 pot
#6 Seed N.C. S.U.

a(TUiaU'-s; Live leJecail
graphic by Lou Potenza

Clemson Sports Car Club takes off
staff reports
On Sunday, Feb. 27, the Clemson
Sports Car Club (CSCC) held its second autocross for this spring semester. The fastest time on the course was
made by Sprunt Maybe in his Corvette
at 48 seconds. All of the cars raced on
a 1/2 mile course, designed by Rob
Whitlock, that included a high speed
sweeper, a slalom, and a pivot come.
A red Ferrari Boxer and a red
Lamborghini Contach were a great
addition to this autocross along with
new walkie-talkies for the corner workers and the timer.
The entry fee for this race was ten
cans of food which will be donated to
a local charity.
If you would like more information
about the CSCC and future events,
please contact Greg Hall at 653-6681.
CSCC autocross winners for Feb.
27, 1994 were: in class E modified,
Robert Good driving a Mazda RX3, in
C Street Prepared, Eric Stinson driving a Mazda RX7, in E Street Prepared, Spencer Geswein in a Yugo, In

uirij

courtesy of CSCC

The CU electric car being driven by Scott Poole.
S Stock, Sprunt Mabe in a Corvette, in
B Stock, Mike Sexaur in a Stealth, in C

Stock, Seth Eaton in a Beretta and in E
Stock, Jason Caselli in a Honda.

THIS WEEK AT THE Y THEATER
PLAYING
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY.
SHOWS
AT
8:00 & MIDNITE

BRING
• RICE
• WATER GUNS
• NEWSPAPERS

out.
Moments later, Jeff Brown hit a
three-pointer completing the five point
swing. The Terps would never seriously threaten Clemson's lead again.
"You take the lead there, you never
know what that does to the game situation," Maryland coach Gary Williams
said of Booth's missed dunk.
But he may have been even more
upset if he knew what Bovain knew.
"I shoved him," Bovain said. "I knew
I was too late to take the charge. I was
going to foul him to make him miss the
shot, but I didn't want to hurt him, so
I gave him a little shove, and the officials missed it."
Seniors Jeff Brown and Andre
Bovain had big games, scoring 18 and
14 points respectively. Senior Lou
Richie handed out a game-high 11
assists. Sharone Wright, who may leave
Clemson as a junior for the NBA,
scored 10 points and blocked four
shots. Junior Devin Gray led Clemson
with 19 points and 10 rebounds.
Before the game, Ellis received a,
coffee table replica of the 1990 floor of
Littlejohn, on which his Tigers won
the ACC regular season championship. After the game, he bent over the
tiger paw at mid-court, kissed 1994's
floor and said goodbye to 10 years of
home basketball games.
Ellis, although moved by the ceremonies and presentations, would not
let his team forget there are two more
road games and the ACC tournament
left to play.
_
—
"I want us to build on this, take it on
the road, and finish it up," he said.
But no matter what is ahead, Saturday was the end of an era, and that era
ended on a positive note. 173 victories
left Littlejohn, never to return.
If the Tigers make the NIT, however, Ellis could have one more game
at Clemson. The Tigers have to beat
Georgia Tech tomorrow, to have a
legitimate shot at post-season.

THE UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA

T\»Ti1K
A TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE

• CONFETTI

$2

• TOAST
• TOILET PAPER

• Nationally Recognized
(Business Week, October 1992)

NOT

fat t£e £ve*tt

■ LIGHTERS

• Small Class Environment

• MATCHES

CLAIRE BLOOM
FILM FESTIVAL

a different
set of jaws.
R
C1979 ^0TH CENTURY-FOX

THE HAUNTING SUN, MAR 6 7:00 & 9:15
CHARLY
MON, MAR 7 7:00 & 9:15
THE SPY THAT CAME IN OUT OF THE COLD
TUES, MAR 8 7:00 & 9:15

THESE SHOWS ARE ONLY $1.00

■ ^mMM.-^^MMH.

AND

• Reasonable Costs

BOOR BAGS WILL NOT BE
ALLOWED IN THE
j.

THEATER

COMING SOON
MAR 10-12
THE FUGITIVE
MAR 31- APR 2 THE PELICAN BRIEF
APR 4-9
MRS. DOUBTFIRE

Contact
Jim Johnson
Coordinator, Graduate Recruiting
Manderson Graduate School of Business
Box 870223 • Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0223
(205) 348-6517 • 1-800-365-8583
AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT/ EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION

_MMMMW^,,,,m,.,MMMMB^^
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PRESENTS
Edgar's Entertainment Committee announces.

Vv

Jl Edgar's Nightclub "X^
March Schedule

Fri., March 4

Minor Earth

10 pm $ 2

A progressive college rock band whose music reminds one to forget the paradigms of rock music
standards and focus on not focusing...in other words, FEEL THE MUSIC!

COFFEEHOUSE SERIES EVENT •••••••
Tues., March 8
Richard Tillinghast
w/Jennifer Goree

9pm $1

Lifetime Clemson residents, these two performers provide a friendly, professional,
and enjoyable performance of original and cover acoustic, folk, and country/western
songs.

Sat., March 12

Letters to Cleo

10:30pm

$3

Boston's guitar pop wunderkinds capture melodic twists and dark edges that form their
addictively tuneful sound.

For more information
contact The Union
at 656-5827.

Outdoor Recreation Presents...

no

March 6
March 12
April 9
April 16
April 23
April 30

Shopping Trip to Commerce, Ga.-$3
Hike to Table Rock-$5
Trip to Carowinds-$26
Horseback Riding(Tentative)
Whitewater Rafting(Tentative)
Festival of Flowers at Biltmore Estates-$25

Sign up now at the information desk!!
LEARN SOMETHING NEW!!
SIGN UP FOR A SHORT COURSE
OR SPORTS CLINIC TODAY.
DEADLINE
CLASS
March 6
Ballroom Dancing
March 6
Country Line Dancing
March 6
Shagging
Community First Aid & Safety March 8
March 11
Pop-Style Piano Made Easy
March 14
Community CPR
March 15
Common Sense Self Defense
March 26
Canoeing
March 28
Rifle Marksmanship
March 31
Tennis
April 1
Bridal Bargain Tips
April 1
International Cooking 1&2
Quick & Easy Meal (Class 1)
French Pastries (Class 2)
April 1
Beginning Golf
Sign up at the Union Information/Ticketing Service Desk
For More Information Call 656-2461
VISA, Mastercard, and Tiger stripe Accepted
Sponsored by the Union & Campus Recreation

consider intramnrals a practice session...
bocaoso on April 2 and 3rd, p could to

saa'kmwmE
The entry fee is $25 per team and
the deadline (or registration is March 28,1994
For details, see the information desk or call 656- 2461
sponsored by the Union Minority Activities Committee (MAC)

March 4, 1994
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Clemson downs Fresno St. for third in Vegas
by Lou Potenza
managing editor/sports
The baseball team went 3-2
this past week at the UNLV
baseball tournament. Clemson
opened the tourney up with
their first loss of the season,
dropping an 11-5 game with
Fresno State.
FSU scored seven unearned
runs on three CU errors in the
bottom of the fourth. Fresno
State have five hits and two
men were walked as they sent
12 batters to the plate that
inning.
Clemson had taken a two
run lead in the first with RBI
singles by Gary Burnham and
Seth Brizek.
Fresno State answered with
four runs in the bottom of the
second, the first earned runs
surrendered by Andy Taulbee
(2-1) in 13 innings pitched this
year.
The Tigers were able to even
the score in the top of third
however. Brizek, who went 35 on the day, singled to score
a run and an error on FSU
allowed another runner to
even the score at 4-4.
FSU then had their seven
run inning, on their way to
their fourth win of the season.
The Tigers last run of the
game came on a one out home
run by Paul Galloway in the
top of the ninth. The homer
was Galloway's first at Clemson.
The same day, Clemson was
matched up against the host
school, UNLV.
CU used home runs from
Brizek and Shane Monahan to
down the Running Rebels, 116.
Brizek had his best game to
date, with four hits and four
RBIs. Monahan had two hits

on the day, including the
homer. Both of the home runs
for the Tigers were solo shots.
Jeff Sauve got the win in
relief of starter Jeff Keppen
for CU, his first decision of
the season. The junior gave up
just one earned run in three
innings and struck out three.
Jamie Eggleston also
pitched well for the Tigers and
earned the save. Eggleston
came on in the sixth and the
Tigers leading by a run, 7-6.
He pitched the last 3 1/3 innings and did not allow a run.
Clemson scored two runs
in the seventh and two in the
ninth to seal the victory. The
Tigers had five straight singles
to open the ninth on their way
to two runs. Brizek and catcher
Andy Monin had RBI singles
for the Tigers.
Freshman pitchers Kris
Benson and Mark Watson led
the Tigers to a 13-3 win over
Rice in the third round of the
tournament.
Starting pitcher Benson,
recorded his first win as a Tiger, going 5 2/3 innings yielding only three runs while striking out three batters.
Watson entered in the sixth
and closed out the game to
earn his first save at Clemson.
Watson worked 3 1/3 innings,
striking out five.
After the Owls scored a run
in the top of the first, CU's
Dave Miller, Mike Hampton
and Brizek each drove in a run
in the bottom of the frame to
give the Tigers a 3-1 lead.
Monahan led off the first
inning with a single, one of his
four on the day. Miller then
tripled to score Monahan.
Hampton followed with a RBI
single and latter scored on
Brizek's ground out.
Clemson starting center
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Erik Martin/head photographer

The Clemson baseball team is currently ranked 18th in the country.
However, they lost two in the UNLV tournament.
fielder Jason Dawsey hit his
The Tigers got their own
first home run as a Tiger, a revenge the final day though,
two-run blast in the bottom of as they defeated Fresno State
the seventh inning. It was 13-8 in ten innings to capture
Dawsey's first round-tripper of third place in the tournament.
the year.
Catcher Monin drove in five
Every starter in the Tiger rum, including three in the
lineup had a hit on the day and top of the tenth to lift the
for the second game in a row, Tigers to victory.
CU had a batter record four
Dawsey led off the tenth
hits in a game.
with a double followed by a
Rice got their revenge the single off the bat of Monahan.
next day however, as the Owls Dawsey then scored on a RBI
downed the Tigers 12-3.
single by Miller.
Jose Cruzjr. led the way for
After Hampton was hit by a
Rice, smacking four hits, in- pitch and a fielders choice,
cluding a two-run home run in Brizek forced in a run with a
the fourth inning. It was Cruz's ^.walk to-give CUa two-run lead,
third homer of the season and
Monin then sealed the vicsecond of the tournament.
tory with a bases clearing
Dawsey took the loss for double to finish out the scorClemson, dropping him to 1-1 ing,
on the season.
Clemson, trailing 8-7,

forced extra innings with a
run in the top of the ninth
inning. Hampton was hit by a
pitch to start the inning and
after Burnham drew a walk,
Brizek doubled to score Hampton with the tieing run. With
two on and one out, Clemson's
rally was stopped short by a
double play.
Taulbee recorded the win
in relief, improving his record
to 3-1 on the young season.
The Tigers left Las Vegas
with an 8-2 record and a No.
18 ranking in Baseball America.
Clemson's game with Furman
was rained out on Wednesday, but this weekend Wake
Forest is in town for the Tigers
fust ACC games of the season.
The series starts today at 3

p.m.

Woodhaven

VALUE DAYS

Golf

AT

Club
803-646-5154

Cherry St., Pendelton "IV2miles East of the Square"
Specials: Tuesday: Ladies Day $5.50 for 9 holes
Thursday: Students Day $5.50 for 9 holes
Executive 9 Hole Course • Driving Range • Pro Shop

Hi Df v ■ ir*

ALLTHE COMFORTS OF HOME ^-r-

FREE PIZZA!
WITH COUPONS BELOW
Buy any medium or large pizza, get the 2nd pizza FREE!
Hurry, offer ENDS March 11,1994
DINE IN/CARRY OUT/DELIVERY

DINE IN/CARRY OUT/DELIVERY

uy Any Medium Or Large Pizza puy Any Medium Or Large Pizza
At The Menu Price, Get The 2nd lAt The Menu Price, Get The 2nd
1
Pizza Of Equal Or Lesser Value Pizza Of Equal Or Lesser Value

REE!
Offer expires 3/11/94. Valid at Clemson
Pizza Hut restaurant only. Not valid with any
other iffcr. Not valid with BIGFOOT pizza.
Limited delivery area. 1/20 cash redemption
value. 1993 Pizza Hut, Inc.
Limit 2 free pizzas per coupon

.

-Hut
—

I
I
J
I
I

Oder expires 3/11/94. Valid at Clemson
Pizza Hut restaurant only. Not valid with any
other offer. Not valid with BIGFOOT pizza.
Limited delivery area. 1/20 cash redemption
value. 1993 Piz/.a Hut, Inc.
Limit 2 free pizzas per coupon

jRENT .:,
•BUV
%
•RENT
TO-OWN

Rtwa
-Hut

^^^^.^^^^^^^^^^u^^^

FURNITURE
APPLIANCES
ELECTRONICS
Monthly • Weekly • Daily

WE DELIVER
646-5705
Hwy 76 Pendleton
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Campus Bulletin
To place an ad in the
Campus Bulletin section, stop
by room 906 University Union
or send your ad to: The Tiger,
Box 2337, Clemson University, Clemson, SC 29632. The
cost is 25 cents per word for
nonstudents and 10 cents for
students. The Tiger reserves
the right to revise or reject any
advertisement. All ads submitted must include the name +
contact number of the person
placing the ad.

Anrxxiixements
LEARN TO FLY! Join
the Clemson University Flying Club. Stop by the Clemson/Oconee County Airport
or come to our meetings at
8:00PM in Room 302 Rhodes.
Tuesday nights on Mar. 8,
Apr. 5, Apr. 19.
SPRING BREAK SPECIAL HILTON HEAD ISLAND 2BR. Walk to beach.
$500/week. Call (803) 7878728. Leave message.
Are you interested in
teaching others about health?
Redfern is looking for interested students to join the Peer

Health Educators. 3 credits
for participation. Call 6560141 for details.

Tillman Auditorium. Tickets
are $3.00 and will be available
at the door.

Come and join the Presbyterian Student Association
for our Sunday night dinner
at 6:00PM with our guest
speaker Max Lennon. 401
College Ave. 654-9207.

BUYING ALL ACC
TOURNAMENT and FINAL
FOUR TICKETS. Braves,
Hornets, Grateful Dead. All
concerts / sports. BUY /
SELL. 1-800-220-2222.

HEY GRADUATES! On
Fri. the 11th at 6:30 in Brimley
Hall the Catholic Student Association Grad. group is having a mini-retreat. The movie
"Remerio" will be shown followed by a discussion.

ATTENTION: Student
Groups & Greeks. The Tiger
has just made it easier for you
to place announcements in the
campus bulletin. Simply deposit a check with us once, and
your members can place ads
with us until that money runs
out. It couldn't be easier! Stop
in today! 906 in the Union.

174 Days! 'til Spittoono
XIV, August 25, 26, 27. National Guard Armory softball
fie^d,.: Up-country celebration
of the performing arts. Clear
skies, green grass, good music!
Red Letter Day is playing
the Gathering; Sunday, March
13th. Call 654-3697 for more
details.
The Mortar Board
Honor Society presents the
Miss Clemson University
Scholarship Pageant 1994 on
March 9, 1994 at 7:30pm in

Clip & Bring-

Spring Break Bahamas
Party Cruise! 6 Days $279!
Trip includes cruise & room,
12 meals & 6 free parties!
Hurry! This will sell out! 1800-678-6386.
Spring Break! Best Trips
& Prices! Bahamas Party
Cruise 6 Days $279! Includes
12 Meals & 6 Free Parties!
Panama City Room With
Kitchen 8 Days $119! Cancun
& Jamaica 8 Days From $429!
Daytona $149!
Key West

w:

Junta G©M SptKgSal

$249! Cocoa Beach $159!
1-800-678-6386.
FOUND: Puppy found
on campus 2/18/94. Female,
4-6 months old, black, tan and
white beagle mix. Call student
police at 656-2259.

Business
Opportunity
A GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY How would you like
to earn $600 worth of gold
with little or no effort? To find
out how, call Frank at 6392851.
AA cruise & Travel employment guide. Earn big $$$
+ travel the world free! (Caribbean, Europe, Hawaii, Asia!)
Hurry! Busy spring/summer
seasons approaching. Guaranteed success! Call (919) 9294398 ext C62.
Earn an extra $2000 per
month. Is it worth your time
to find out how? Call 6543535.
EARN $500 or more
weekly stuffing envelopes at

home. Send long SASE to:
Country Living Shoppers,
Dept. D6, P.O. Box 1779,
Denham Springs, LA 70727.
EXCELLENT EXTRA
INCOME NOW! ENVELOPE
STUFFING. $600-$800 every
week. Free Details: SASE to
International Inc., 1375 Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn,
New York 11230.
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials
provided. Send SASE to P.O.
Box 395, Olathe, KS, 66051.
GREEKS & CLUBS
EARN $50 - $250 FOR YOURSELF plus up to $500 for your
club! This fund-raiser costs
nothing and lasts one week.
Call now and receive a free
gift. 1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65.

For Sale
'86 Nissan Sentra. 5spd,
AC, power steering, pull-out
Pioneer stereo. $1900. NICK
654-8661.
!

Pageant or Spring Formal Dress Watters and
see page 27

\^n
CLEMSON"

$18.00
Cart & Green Fees for 18 holes
Good after Noon Sat & Sun and
any time Mon - Fri

President's Commission on the Status of Woman
Outstanding Woman Nomination Form

Tee time required 882-8037
All players must wear collared shirts.
* Offer may expire without notice.

The President's Commission on the Status of Women at Clemson
University is pleased to honor an outstanding female faculty member, a staff
member, a graduate student, and an undergraduate student for outstanding
service to her profession, the University and the community. To nominate an
individual, please submit this form, one letter of recommendation supporting
the nomination, and the nominee's resume or vita to Dr. Carol Bleser, Chair,
President's Commission on the Status of Women at Clemson University, 123
Hardin Hall, Clemson, SC 29634-5564. Deadline for nominations is Friday,
March 11, 1994. The awards will be presented by President Lennon at a
reception to be held on Monday, March 28,1994 at 4:30 p.m., in the Atrium of
Brackett Hall.

Azn

2nd Annual Pool Tournament
* Double Elimination 8-Ball *

The four winners (one from each category) will receive a $100 cash award
and a certificate recognizing the honor.
Nominee's name
Nominee's address (local).
Nominee's telephone number.
Nomination Category: Faculty
Staff
Undergraduate Student
Graduate Students
Nominator's Name
Nominator's Address (local work address if faculty/staff, local home address
if student):
Nominator's day time telephone number

Sat. March 12 at 1pm
Sign up now at Fast Break
$20 Entry Fee - includes T-Shirt

$ CASH PRIZES $
1st - $250
2nd - $100
3rd & 4th - will be announced
» I lias i ■- E _i I I :
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Campus Bulletin
continued from 26
Watters two-piece aqua
shantung with portrait neckline. Size 10 Never worn, tags
still on. Call 654-2992.
FOR SALE: Personal,
car, and home security to protect yourself and your valuables. Priced for all, excellent
quality, 90 day minimum warranty. Call Karyn, Quorum
Distributor, 646-6954.
OVER STOCK LIQUIDATION SALE
Formals
Bridal Gowns
All accessories
Come join the fun as we
sell out to the BARE WALLS
Design Studio (next to
Los Hermanos)
Ten day vacation package for two. Package includes
Disney World, Daytona Beach,
and cruise to Bahamas and
back. $500. Call 654-3188 for
more information.
Kicker 10" subwoofer w/
box. Crossover included. $65
O.B.O. 654-0724.
Mice For Sale. 50£ each.
Call Bill or Stephen 885-1490.

Help Wanted
Hardees of Clemson
now hiring for: Morning shift,
full & part-time positions. We
can work around your schedule. Apply in person. EOE.
Local contractor has
part-time work for a student in
light construction. 646-6461.
Sports publishing firm
seeks summer interns to produce college basketball magazines. Newspaper, yearbook,

editorial exp. preferred. Interns will gather photos and
information as well as edit.
Send resume w/ cover sheet
to: Box 30036, Charlotte, NC
28230 Attn: Amy.
LIFEGUARDS, WSI'S,
WATER AEROBICS INSTRUCTORS, and POOL
MANAGERS needed for subdivision pools in the Greenville,
Eastside,
and
Simpsonville areas. Certification is required. Full-time and
part-time positions available.
Call Jane Jones at (803) 2441915.

employment available. No exNational Parks Summer
perience necessary. For more Jobs Tour guide, dude ranch,
information call 1-206-634- host(ess), instructor, lifeguard,
0468 ext. C5381.
hotel staff, trail maintenance,
firefighter, + volunteer & govRoom in exchange for ernment positions available.
chores around small animal Excellent benefits & bonuses!
farm. 7 miles from Clemson. Apply now for best positions.
Must have own vehicle and be Call 1-206-545-4804 ext.
conscientious. 639-6478.
N5381.

Arby's in Clemson Now
Lifeguards,
swim
hiring for all shifts. Please ap- coaches , swim instructors,
ply in person. 1066 Tiger Blvd. summer positions are available in North Metro Suburban
Committee members Atlanta area. Certification
needed. Short courses and Classes available. Call SWIM
Edgar's Entertainment. Ob- ATLANTA POOL MANAGEtain experience in marketing, MENT, 992-7665.
Wanted: Knowledgeable, planning, evaluating and pubmotivated, entrepreneurial lic relations. Call the Union at
Earn High Income
aerobics instructor with 656-5827.
($4000-$8000+) & Gain Valupeople skills to run own proable Business Experience
Earn immediate income selling yellow pages advertisgram through established
gym. The Body Shop. 868- and gain marketing experi- ing in your official student
ence. Training and support campus telephone directory.
5511.
available. Major telecommuniCruise ships now hiring- cations company. Ideal for
Earn up to $2000+/ month those with full schedules or
working on cruise ships or time to spare. Looking for 6 land tour companies. World 8 people. For more info: 1-803travel. Syjflmer & Full time 375-0855.
I
y^^——\

II Cheap Air Fares ||
Greenville - Washington $99
- Baltimore $99
-Orlando $119
-Daytona $129
Atlanta
-Denver
Charlotte - Miami $129
All Are Round Trip

A car is required. Call National Marketing Director,
College Pro Publishing at 1800-466-2221.
Travel Abroad & Work.
Make up to $2000-$4000+/
month teaching basic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching
background or Asian languages required. For more information call (206) 632-1146
ext. T5381.
see fiaOt 28

******

EARN MORE IN A DAY
******
THAN MOST PEOPLE EARN
IN A WEEK
GUARANTEED INCOME
CALL NOW
1-800-618-8554
D.&K. ASSOC.

Convenience And Comfort
In Contact Lenses Is
Right Before Your Eyes.

And Your First Pair Is Free.
Discover the convenience and comfort of ACUVUE®
Disposable Contact Lenses. If ACUVUE is right for you,
we'll give you a free trial pair.

VISION CENTER

SMALL WORLD TRAVEL
654-6125
654--8440
17 years in
Clemson

STOCollege Ave.
Clemson, SC
654-7980
. ■ iStONyrHODUCIS INC • i>T

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiro

CLEMSON'S
Summer
In Angers, France
June 28-11117 30,1994

A Student Community
2 bedroom and bath
Washer and dryer in each unit
Shuttle bus and swimming pool

• Completely furnished
• Special 2 tenant leases
• Summer session rentals

FALL '94 SEMESTER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE
Call Greg and reserve the apartment of your choice

654-3263

Complete your foreign language requirement in one session by enrolling in both FR
201 & 202. Also available: French 300 and
400 level courses. No out-of-state tuition!
For detailed information, contact:
Dr. Karyna Szmurlo
Department of Languages
Room 505, Strode Tower
Ciemson University
Clemson, SC 29634-1515
teL (803)656-3393 or 3540
iniiiinnillilii
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Campus Bulletin
continued from 27

For Rent
Apt. for rent. 1 bedroom
w/ large bath. Dishwasher,
wash/dry hookups, ample
parking. Cheap utilities. Excellent condition. Perfect for
grads/new professionals. 10
minute walk to campus. $400/
month. 653-9109.

Advice for the mentally
frustrated: The only way to
find your sanity is to go insane.

me last week with the cut and
paste job. You're great with
dates! - - your boss.

Good luck at Miss Clemson, Jennifer Cooley! Love,
your sisters of ArA.

SATAN'S
LITTLE
HELPER - YOU'RE BAD!!
THE DEVIL HERSELF.

Nicole Disco: Happy 21st
Birthday & Good luck in the
Miss Clemson Pageant!! Love,
Joelle.

Josh - Wheel of morality
turn, turn, turn, tell us the lesson that we should learn. - the
animaniacs

BBBLLLEEECCCHH! II
(she said over lasagna memories)

Feature Foto Boy: remember life's too cheap to
drink short wine - wall-ofshame picture taker.

Chrissy B. Don't be
afraid to stay up all night now.
D-man.

LNZ- No more Aladdin
for you. You baaaaad girl. Room available for subJimbd.
lease. 5/8/94 - 8/15/94. Private bedroom. Females only.
Thanks Amanda for putUniversity Place. Reduced to
ting up with the staff and I
$195/ month + utilities. Consince youjoined on. Congratutact Julie at 653-9019.
lations on your "election" victory. You do know where the
punctuation goes don't you? Lou

Personals

JILL: Aron from The
Cove in Atlanta says "Call Me!"
££

Thanks Elvino, EZ, Greg,
Josh, and Stacey for helping

Christianity in Russia

jy

Ifie Spurgeon foundation
Campus Ministry
invites you to hear

Dr. Ed Nelson
(1st American to preach in unregistered,
"underground" churches of former USSR)
-You won't want to miss Dr. Nelson's unique
insight into current Russian Christianity or his
first-hand knowledge of the persecution endured
by Russian Christians during the communist
regime.
When: Tuesday, March 8, 9:00 pm
Where: Jordan Hall G-33

DAH, DUM DUM!
DAH, DUM DUM! OOO,
OOOO!
DAH, DUM DUM!
DAH, DUM DUM! OOOO,
OOO!

To Snugglekins, You are
one hot babe and your breath
smells great, ooh baby baby. I
want to suck your toenails off.
love, Hot Mama.

- The silk stalkings crew.
To nettester, I have no
more supplies to offer you.
But I do have a peekle. Remember to open apple "s" photo god.
Thanks EZ for allowing
me to get into the honorable
Floating Head Theatre. The
ad man Goatee!

To Claire, I have my eye
on you. Watch your step. You
don't want to end up at UNC.
M.
To BENJAMMIN: Your
little LOVE PUPPY misses
you!
Malfetti, will you be my
friend? - Kilon
Good luck Malfetti!

SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT

The office of Student Development provides
tutors for many different subjects at just
$3 an hour, so call today!

656-0511

Good luck James Luke in
your run for President.
UEWE.
Go Malfetti! - ML
Malfetti and Domitrouits
kick — Doug.
Good Luck Malfetti! - Trevor
You're awesome Malfetti!
- - Frank
Buena Suerte! Malfetti
President. Good luck!!!
Good luck Malfetti!
You're the best - - of course,
I'm biased! Love, Jen.
To the Leetle Women: I
have nothing to say to you,
because no one has responded
to my call for loooove. If you
want to take a walk on the wild
side, just call me Tarzan, and
swing on my vine.
- the Leetle women lover.

FOOTHILLS CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
OFFICE AND AFTER HOUR
APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE
ALSO OFFERING AIDS
INFORMATION

Children art a- FT*
</i)
24 HOUR HOT LINE
of tiicjord.
<Psa(m sw
882-8796
LOCATED CONVENIENTLY AT 206 N. FAIRPLAY ST., SENECA

To qualify, you must be 21 years
old, have a good driving record,
and be available for training in
May (the end of April would be
even better!)

Vote in run-off elections

Take a break from the classroom,
and make the most of your summer with North American Van
Lines. We'll promise you an adventure you'll never forget.
Call 1-800-348-2147, Dept. ZA-56.

NEED
A
TUTOR?

best

Jodie

North American Van Lines is now
accepting applications from college students and staff for its
Summer Fleet Program.
Summer is the busy season in the
moving industry, and we need
your help to handlethe load. We
will teach you to safely operate
an 18-wheel rig and load household goods cargo - at no cost. We
pay your room and board while
you're in training. Once you receive your Commercial Driver's
License, we'll pay you $425 per
week, plus $125 per week living
expenses, plus bonus.

You're
the
Malfetti!! - - Daniel

northAmericaa

Run-off elections will be for the positions
of vice-president and president of the
student body on Tuesday, Mar. 8. Polls
are to be located in front of flarcombe
and Schilletter as well as in the Loggia
and by the Cooper Library anf Fernow
Street Cafe. Polls will be open from 9
a.m. to 7 p.m. at most locations.

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
Any nurse who just wants a job can
find one. But if you're a nurs-

with your level of experience. As
an Army officer, you'll command the

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer—a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation—you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

